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Uras To
Depart As
0 Housing

Director

•

BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

Unran Liras will leave her
position as head of the Housing
Office when her husband finishes
work'on his Ph.D. at S.A.I.S. in
Washington prior to the
beginning of the next school
year.

Uras, a native of Turkey,
graduated from Robert College in
Istanbul before completing an
M.A. in Business Administration
at Hopkins. She began working at
Hopkins in 1974, and took over
the Housing Office in July of '77.
Of the many changes she's

seen as a member of the Housing
Office, Uras considers the most
important one the opening of
University housing to all students
on an equal basis. Until last year,
graduate students. could select
University housing units on a
first-come, first-serve basis.

Uras also cited the acceptance
of summer housing applications
from those who couldn't or
didn't participate in the lottery
as a major accomplishment,
especially since this procedure
has currently filled up all the
remaining available spaces.
The major problems Uras

Housing Director Umran Uras

forsees for the Housing Office
concern the age of the buildings.
Keeping rents down in the face
of increasingly costly repairs is
becoming extremely difficult.
Each year, risers and other major
sections are replaced in the
buildings.
More and more preventive

maintenance is being carried out.
New housing is being studied.
Because of pioblems within the
community and a lack of suitable
buildings, no purchases seem
likely, but studies are underway
considering the possibility of
building additional units.

Podhoretz, Reedy Discuss

Changing Trends In Sixties
BY TOM LANGLOIS

The Milton S. Eisenhower

Symposium continued this week

with speakers Norman Podhoretz

and George Reedy. The
symposium topic--"Retrospec-
tive on the Sixties: From
Camelot to Chaos"' turned to the
domestic scene with Podhoretz

discussing "radicals and
intellectuals" and Reedy
providing insight into the
"Presidency of the Sixties."

Podhoretz is well-qualified to
discuss the dissenting elements of
society.A professional journalist,
Podhoretz was a strong voice for
the New Left. Later, as an author

and the Editor-in-Chief for
Commentary, he criticized the
views and impacts of the radical
Left.
Podhoretz, speaking on

Monday, October 22, disclaimed
the concept of an explosion of
dissent in the Sixties.
Intellectuals had expressed
hostility to the bourgeois,
business establishment since the
mid-19th century. The Sixties
were unique in that now the
intellectuals had become a
privileged class within society,
and there were a large number of
people who were influenced by
the voices of dissention. The

cont. on p. 3

Student Council Drafts
Conduct Guidelines

The Student Counci: is
currently debating the final
language of a proposed conduct
code that sets a framework and
guidelines for the jurisdiction of
non-academic offenses
committed by students against
the university community.
The draft currently under

discussion iS not a disciplinary
code. According to Cindy Simon,
chairman of the Student Council
Legal Rights Committee and key
author of the document, the
purpose of the charter is to set
the general limits for jurisdiction
on non- academic student
offenses, and most importantly,
to provide an official mechanism
that will provide a fair means for

dealing with charges made againsi
students. The conduct code is
one of the most highly stressed
measures the the Student Council
has discussed this year. The need
for such a document was made
apparent two years ago when the
previously existing code was
iL2,nored by a court because it
had not been formally accepted
by the University's Board of
Trustees.

At the close of last semester,
the Student Council drew up a
draft for a conduct code. Daring
the summer committee members
worked with the administrjtion
to draft a final version which
could be ratified by the Council,
the administration, and the
student body during this fall

cont. on p. 5

TEP Awarded $165 In Kenn Zerivitz Case;

Frat, Former Brother Each Claim Victory

BY BRENT BERGER

Last Thursday, the Hopkins
chapter of the Tau Epsilon Phi
(TEP) fraternity was awarded
$165 of $500 it sought in its suit
against former brother Kenn
Zetivia.
TEP had sued Zerivitz because

he moved out of the TEP House
last March, three months before
the expiration of his lease. He
had failed to pay the balance of
the room and board charges he
owed under the terms of the
lease. Zerivitz was also charged

$10 in court costs.

In testimony under oath,
Zerivitz said he had moved out
because the house was dirty,
kitchen conditions were
unsanitary, plumbing was poor,
and the house was in dire need of
repair. He felt he had been the
victim of a "snow job" by the
fraternity, aimed at attracting
freshmen.

In an effort to partly remedy
the situation, Zerivitz stated he
had volunteered for the position
of house food manager, but
found the problems difficult to

The TEP Fraternity House

solve.
In addition to Zerivitz's

testimony, the house's former
cook spoke of `.`filthy"
conditions in the kitchen and
basement floor, and said her
complaints went unanswered.
Another brother's testimony
corroborated several parts of
Zerivitz's statements. The
fraternity did not call its own
witnesses to rebut Zerivitz, since
according to spokesperson Bill
Carlson, TEP felt the case had
already been won and further
testimony was unnecessary.
Carlson's version of TEP house's
condition is diametrically
opposed to Zerivitz's. "I deny
Kenn's claims that the house is
filthy, and on some things he just
out and out lied--just total lies,"
he said.

Carlson stated that fraternity
members had often complained
about the cook's messiness. He
noted that a health inspection
was performed on the house
while Zerivitz lived there and
that no health violations were
found.

Carlson also stated that
Zerivitz came to the House
frequently during pledge period

cont. on p. 8
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P2u; R. McHugh, M.D., Henry Phipps

Professor of Psychiatry and Director

cf the Department of Psychiatry and

Behavioral Sciences, will deliver a

lecture entitled, "Mechanisms for

Control of Feeding," at 5:00 p.m.,

November 6, 1978, at Hurd Hall of

the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Anyone interested in joining a

WOMEN'S CONSCIOUSNESS--

RAISING GROUP, sponsored by the

Hopkin; Women's Center, is invited to

the next meeting on Monday, October

30 at 7:30 p.m, For further

information, call Louise, 467-1414.

If you'd like to help the wrestling

team as either a manager or a

statistician, contact Toni Terranova at

the Athletic Center or at 338-7490 or

contact Coach Pat Lohrey at the same

number.

Reunion exceptionelle du Cercle

Francais: le vendredi 27 octobre a 2

heures au Musee d'Art de Baltimore.

Projection du film "Attention, Les

Enfants Regardent" du rnetteur er,

scer,e Serge Leroy. (Entree libre pour

les membres du Cercle, $1 pour les

membres du Baltimore Film Forum et

du Musee). Une reception suivra pour

les rnembres du Cercle. II y aura aussi

des seances speciales pour etudiants

des autres films des "Semaines

Universitaires du Cinema Francais:"

vendredi a 10 heures, "Le Neveu

Silencieux, et a midi, "La Femme de

Jean."

• 

campus notes

A political and economic tour of Cuba

is being organized by Johns Hopkins

students and faculty during the

Christmas vacation (Dec. 27-Jan. 4).

For those interested there will be a

meeting concerning this tour in the

Little Theater (2nd floor of Levering

Hall) on Thursday, Nov. 2 horn 11:00

a.m.-12:00.

Thursday, November 2 at noon • The

Equal Rights Amendment--Myth and

Reality, a Conversation with Pamela

Hutner, past president of Baltimore

NOW, lobbyist for the ERA. In the

Great Hall of Levering. Sponsored by

the M. Carey Thomas Womcn's Center

of J.H.U. Bring your lunch!

The B.I.A. Racquetball and Squash

Tournament will be held on Sunday,

October 29 at 1 p.m. B.I.A. team

points awarded on a two man team

basis. Open to men and women. Sign

up in the main office of the gym by

Oct. 27. Questions, call Bob Stenoel,

235-1465.

COFFEE AND DONUTS! This

Sunday, October 29 from 10

pm-12:30 am in the Gilman Coffee

Shoo. Sponsored by the Senior Class

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES,

November I, "THE MID-TERM

ELECTIONS: LOOKING

BACKWARD AND FORWARD," Dr.

Francis Rourke, Professor, Political

Science, The Johns Hopkins

University. Garrett Room, M.S.E.

Library, 12 noon. No admission

charge.

Eric Dennen will be appearing at

Chester's Place this Wednesday at

10:00 P.m.

The JSA sponsors Sabbath Services in

the KDH at 6:30 p.m. Friday night

followed by an Oneg Shabbat.

Saturday morning services are held at

9:30 a.m.Sukkoth Holiday Services,

sponsored by the JSA in the Kosher

Dining Hall, Sun. Oct. 29, 6:30 p.m.,

Mon. Oct. 30, 8:30 a.m., 6:30 p.m.,

Tues. Nov. 1, 8:30 a.m., 7:30 P.IT1•

Come visit the JSA Sukkah behind the

Old Dorms.

Any undergrad interested in finding

out about or serving on the Chaplain's

Advisory Board please contact or

leave a message for Bruce Smith at the

Student Council Office, x8203 by

Oct. 31

Last Week's Quiz Results
Congratulations- and happy
drinking to Robert O

e
rourke, last

week's Quiz Winner. Here are the
answers:
1. Princeton
2. University of Maryland
3. Cornell is on Lake Cayuga.

between Cascadilla Creed and
Sixmile Creek
4. Oxford, Ohio.
S. The Lawn
6. The Catholic University of

America
7. The U.S. Electoral College
8. The College of Cardinals

9. Elon College
10. Williams, Amherst, and
Wesleyan
11. The Hoyas
12. Furman University
13. Rugby
14. Kent State and Jackson State
15. Duke University

The Men's Varsity Basketball Team

needs managers for its upcoming 78-9

season. If you'd like to help the team

out, stop by the Athletic Center or

call Mr. Horowitz at 338-7487.

ONE-MAN SHOW: "PATRICK

BRONTE, MASTER OF

HAWORTH," with Welsh actor Ray

Handy, based on the life arid

observations of Patrick Bronte, father

of Charlotte, Emily and Anne Bronte,

well-known nineteenth-century

authors. Garrett Room, Milton S.

Eisenhower Library, 8:00 p.m.,

October 27. Presented by the JHU

Office of Special Events. Tickets:

Regular Admission--$4.00; Full-time

students with 1.D. and Senior Citizens

with 1.D.--$3.00.

CATHOLIC MASS ON NOV 1

INednesday,Holy Day Feast of All

Saints, Liturgy of the Eucharist will

be celebrated at 8:00 a.m.,

Conference Room A of Hopkins

Union. And also at 12:05 noon in the

Great Hall...During the first three

Sundays of November, Mass will be

celebrated at 10:00 a.m., in the Glass

Pavilion of Hopkins Union.

NEED SOME
? TYPESETTING?
CALL THE N-L
AND ASK FOR

MARK

Getting homesick? Why not relive

your High School days over vacation

and go hack to your old Alma Mater?

The High School Visitation

Committee is looking for students to

talk with those high school seniors

about Hopkins. We make it easy to do

with our "all in one" visitation

packet. Pick one up November 8, at

8:15 p.m., in Remsen 101.

The BIA will sponsor a Billiards

Tournament on Saturday, Nov. 4

in Levering Hall at 1 p.m. Anyone

wishing to participate should fill out

an entry form and submit it to the

BIA box in the Athletic Center by
Friday, Nov. 3.

The Hobbit. The Hopkins Science

Fiction Association and the Office of

Student Activities will be

co-sponsoring a showing of "The

Hobbit" on Tuesday, Oct. 31. Show

time is at 8:00 in Shriver Hall, and

admission is free to all

Hopkins/Goucher students and their

guests.

The Hopkins Christian Fellowship

invites you to a talk on "Friendship

and relating to one another" given by

Charlotte Brauer on Wednesday, Nov.

1,6:30-8:30 p.m. in the Garrett Room

of the MSE Library. All are welcome.

WJHU MEETING SCHEDULE for

week of 10/27/78: The following

WJHU staffs wilt meet this week. All

meetings will be held in the business

office. Managing Board Wed. at 7 pm;

Programming Substaff Heads Tues. at

7:30 pm; News Staff Mon. and Thur.

at 7 pm; Engineering Thur. at 7:30

pm; Production Mon. at 7 pm.

Remote Engineering Thur. at 6:30

pm; Advertising Thur. at 4 pm;

Popular Music Tues. at 7 pm; Jazz

Thur. at 6:30 pm; Classical Music

Tues. at 6:30 pm; Special

Programming Thur. at 7 pm; Sports

Remotes Tues. at 7 pm;

Toby Gordon, Women's Squash

Coach, will be conducting a Beginners

Clinic on Thursday, November 2,

1978 from 4 to 5:30 P.M. at the

squash courts at the Athletic Center.

THE MILTON S. EISENHOWER SYMPOSIUM
 PRESENTS 

RETROSPECTIVE ON THE SIXTIES:

FROM CAMELOT TO CHAOS

THE REVEREND

RALPH ABERNATHY

firhE BIACk MOVEMENT'

Civil Rights Lea6ea, PaesiOent

of the Soathean Christian

Lea6eaship ConceRence 

TuEsdAy, OCTObER 31 AT 4 P.M.

EUGENE McCARTHY

'ThE CliAllENgEs of 1968'

conmea Senatop caorn Minnesota,

Poet, CanOiOate F012 PaesiOent

1968, 1972, 1976 

WEdNEsdAy, NOVEMbER 1 AT 4 P.M.

SHRIVER HALL

•

AdMISSION IS fREE ANd OPEN TO ThE public
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South Africa Debated Nationwide

Koka Attacks

Foreign Role
BY GAYLE COHEN

Drake Koka, a leader in the
struggle for black civil rights in
South Africa, spole yesterday in
the Garrett Room about the role
of foreigners in South Africa's
political situation. Koka, the
general secretary of the Black
Allied Workers Union, and an
indicted co-conspirator in the
trial of the II Soweto student
leaders is currently touring the
United States after escaping
arrest for his part in the 1976
Soweto Rebellion.

Koka began his address by
describing the living conditions
of blacks, in South Africa.
Stressing that he spoke from
personal experience, not
academic research, he recounted
the racial inequalities prevalent in
his country. South Africa's
population. is 26 million. Only
four million are whites, yet they
own 87% of the land, squeezing
the 20 million blacks onto the
remaining 13%. Blacks must live
in all-black areas called
"homelands" unless they have
permission to work in the cities.
Consequently, :unemployment
ranks as a major problem for
blacks, with lack of training and
the inability of live in urban areas
preventing blacks from getting
decent jobs.
Koka explained that, contrary

to popular opinion, the presence
of foreign corporations in South
Africa does not improve blacks'
employment chances. Because of
a governmentally-imposed quota
system, employers can hire only
a limited number of blacks. Thus
the "black man is not profiting
in any way by the presence of

Flagpole Symbolizes Protest

Berkeley, CA (CPS)--The banner
read "UC Invests in Death." It
fluttered, briefly, at the top of
the highest flagpole on the
University of California-Berkeley
campus one morning late last
month, until the school hired a
climber to remove it. Shortlived
as it was, though, the banner may
well portend another series of
spars between California students
and administrators over
divestiture of the schools'
multi-million investments in
corporations operating in South
Africa.

Eugene McCarthy, former
Minnesota Senator and
Presidential candidate in 1968,
1972, and 1976, will speak about
"Leadership: The Challenges of
1968" in the seventh program of
this year's Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium, entitled
"Retrospective on the Sixties.
From Camelot to Chaos." The
day before, the Reverend Ralph
Abernathy, noted black leader
and head of the Souhtern
Christian Leadership Conference
will discuss the civil rights
movement.

Strike Strikes Authors
The New York City newspaper

strike has found an unlikely
victim: the author getting his or
her first book into print.
All major New York

publishers, according to a survey

by book industry newsletter BP
Report, are feeling the effects of
the strike. New York papers,
especially the New York Times

Book Review, have traditionally
been where most publishers
promote their new books. Since

the strike has continued through

the publishers' prime fall selling

season, the publishers are
worried. But the newsletter

found the "big books by name

authors are le3s likely to be hurt

by the strike than first novels

by unknown authors."

Thus new books by established
authors like Mario Puzo, James
Michener, Theodore White and
Barbara Tuchman are selling well

in New York in spite of the
strike. But Lynn Bond of Barnes
& Noble Bookstores told BP
Report that the strike has made
it hard to sell first-time authors'
works.

Help may be on the way. To

take up the advertising slack
created by the strike, periodicals
like Time, the New Republic,
Newsweek, New Yorker, I and even
Sports Illustrated are printed
expanded or newly-created book
sections.

The past summer was a quiet
one on California campuses,
where in the past two years
record numbers of demonstrators
protested investments in South
Africa. But as the students
returned, so did divestiture
activities.
The flagpole banner was the

first sign of a regenerated
divestiture movement. A
spokesman for BAFFL (Bay Area
Free Levitator) said the ascent of
the 100-foot flagpole was "in
order to dramatize this
university's involvement with a
racist, apartheid nation which has
shown utmost disregard for the
rights and lives of the majority of
its citizens." The spokesperson
promised more messages.

Then, also at Berkeley, the UC
Associated Student Senate voted
at its first meeting to stop
stocking the AS jewelry store
with gold and diamonds from
South Africa.
While the new policy will allow
selling of jewelry already on the
shelves, it requires posting of
signs at the store's entrance
warning that by buying gold and
diamonds there they may be
supporting South Africa's
oppressive regime.
Don Davis of Students for

Economic and Racial Justice
(SERJ) testified at the meeting
that the AS action was consistent
with referenda showing a

cont. to p. 8
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Randy McVane

Black Frat Formed;
Service Is Stressed

Phi Beta Sigma, the new black
service fraternity at Hopkins, is
trying to make the students nere
aware of its existence. Formed
last April, it is the newest
fraternity on campus.

Jim Tolliver, the treasurer of
the group, is not worried about
its future. He feels that the Greek
Sing scheduled for November 3rd
will serve to effectively introduce
the frat to everyone at Hopkins.
Many of the frats will perform in
the Sing, which Phi Beta Sigma is
organizing. The proceeds from
this event will go to the
Chaplain's Tutoring Program.

Phi Beta Sigma Vice-President
Randy McVane said there is a
need for an efficient black service
organization on campus. This
fraternity has a serious interest in
community service. It will not be
as socially oriented as the other

Presidency Probed
cont. from p. 1

avante-garde had achieved
cultural respectability and now
political power was desired in the
face of the Vietnam War and the
Black Riots.
The intellectual criticisms had

been changed to radical, often
violent demands for change. Yet,
Podhoretz stated,as the radical
elements reached their most
vicious attacks on the
Establishment, the voters elected
Richard Nixon, the very epitome
of the bourgeois company-man.

George Reedy, former Press

Degrees Do Help Get Jobs,
U. S. Labor Study Shows
New York, NY (CPS) -- Herbert
Bienstock, who directs the U. S.
Division of Labor Statistics'
Middle Atlantic Region staff,
told a City University of New
York conference here that
doom-sayers who swear college
degrees don't improve a student's
chances of getting a job are
simply wrong.

Bienstock releaQed statistics
that showee dege graduates
have an uneniployment rate of
3.3% compared with the 8.8
unemployment rate for all
American workers in March,
1977.

Male college graduates had a
jobless rate of 2.8 percent, or
about a third of the rate of all

males. Female graduates had a

4.2 percent rate, versus 9.2

percent for all females.
" Themuch-heralded cautions

about college attendance,"
Bienstock warned, "should
themselves be viewed with
considerable caution. It seems
clear that, while the college
graduate has •in recent years
experienced some difficulties in
the labor market, we can expect
to see the pressures ease as we
move into the 1980's."
U.S. Dept. of 'Health,

Education and Welfare Secretary
Joseph Califano told a
Congressional subcommittee this
summer there were 300,000
former college students who had
not yet repaid their
federally-insured loans. But
Califano swore he'd get them to

cont. to p. 8

Secretary to President Johnson,
yesterday provided his insight
into the Imperial Presidency.
Reedy characterized the
Presidency since FDR as being
"essentially a monarchy." The
exigencies 'of the Depression and

of the Second World War thrust
the leadership of the nation
almost solely upon the office of
the President.
From these early trials the

President, whether Democrat or
Republican, came to manage the
affairs and policies of the
government and, to symbolize
the nation itself. The President
seemed to sustain the unity and
cohesion of the nation itself.
Reedy points to this mystique of
certitude and power as forcing a
President to lose contact with
reality.
When the public came to view

the Vietnam War as a giant
mistake, President Johnson bore
the brunt of the criticism. "The
war defeated the myth of an
omniscient Presidency," stated
Reedy. This loss of prestige
reached its longest point with the
near-impeachment of President
Nixon by a long dormant
Congress.

Reverend Ralph Abernathy, of
the Southern Christian
Leadership Council, had been
scheduled to speak this Monday.
His talk on the black movement
has been rescheduled for
Tuesday, October 31, in Shriver
Hall at 4 p.m.

trats, he said. The brothers also
wish to provide a positive image
of black students at the
University.

All nine charter members of
the new frat are members of the
Black Students' Union. However,
the fraternity and the B.S.U. are
not officially connected. Funds
are raised through activities such
as parties and bake sales.

Because the frat is so small, its
members hope it can be more
efficient than the larger B.S.U.
According to McVane, the group
cares more about its productivity
than its size. This attitude is
viewed with .favor by
administrators who know about
the frat. The Phi Beta Sigma
chapter here is one of many

• throughout the nation. Its goals
are to improve business and
education, and to participate in
social action.

Helicopter

itches Near

Hand Hall
On Tuesday afternoon a Bell

Type 47 helicopter made a
precautionary landing in the
Garland Hall field when its left
magneto, one half of the dual
ignition system used in
commercial aircraft, failed.
The helicopter pilot, Jim

Bailey, ,said he was doing some
photographic work when the
malfunction occurred, and that
although the copter would still
have flown, he thought it best to
descend.

After the landing, he phoned
his home base at
Baltimore-Washington
International Airport's South
Ramp. He asked them to send a
mechanic to see if repairs could
be made immediately.

Bailey was carrying two special
antennas which the base needed,
so instead of the mechanic's
driving out, he was flown in by a
Bell Jet Ranger from BWI which
also landed in the Garland Hall
field.

The second chopper dropped
off the mechanic and took the
antennas. The mechanic found a
defect in the wiring which he
repaired immediately. Then he
and Bailey took off for the
airport.
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Director Directive
Umran Uras's imminent departure as Director of Housing

poses the University with another key personnel
replacement. Almost invariably, such openings in the past,
two years have been filled by promotion from within the

University.
Peter Heiss was Housing Director two years ago. After a

woman burned herself up rather than leave the apartment in
which she had been barricaded for years, Heiss slowly went
off the deep end. He was quietly replaced, and was last seen
driving a cab somewhere in West Baltimore. His successor,
Larry Frelow, was one of the few University employees
actually fired for incompetence, in the middle of the year,
no less. His assistant, Umran Uras, was given the job as a
stopgap, a makeshift solution which slowly developed into a
permanent one. Which brings us back to the place this talc
began.
The Housing Director is not a minor functionar.y, but an

important official. Snould someone within the University
happen to be the most competent person available to fill
Umran's spot, fine. But there is plenty of time for the
University to take a hard look around for the most capable
replacement available anywhere. A conscious decision
should be made, one based on ability rather than
expediency.

Technology Time
Johns Hopkins likes to regard itself as one of the

country's foremost research institutions. No expense is
spared in obtaining the most modern equipment fpr
measuring and mapping the physical universe with
precision. How then is it possible that the Gilman clock, the
very heart of the University, has been frequently inaccurate
during the past two weeks. Facilities must constantly be
renovated if Hopkins is to remain in the vanguard of
universities into the 1980's and beyond. The antiquated if
quaint machine atop the Gilman tower belongs in a
museum. A new generation is coming, one which will care
little for imprecise and old-fashioned techniques of reading
time. The moment has arrived, the time is right for a new
University chronometer, one like this .. .

letters to the editor
Pre-Med Defense

To the Editor:
Not to steal from "Annie

Hall" (since any respectable
newsletter would never print
anything resembling "Annie
Hall" dialogue) I would like to

thank Pat Ereolano for reducing
me, Joe Pre-Med, to a cultural
stereotype. Yet, why not put
down everybody? Why only half
the student body? I'm sure
everybody is familiar with

Genesis (ch. 18), in which God.
wants to destroy J.H.U., yet
Abraham begs him to spare the
University if ten students, who
are not using Hopkins as a tool to
further their career goals, can be
found. Or who can forget
Shakespeare's thoughts on the

subject: "A liberal arts student, a

liberal arts student, my kingdom

for a liberal arts student" (King

Dick 111, act 5, sc. 4).
Give Doc Oliver the Hopkins •

of today, not 1935, so he can see

the pre-med with the Nat. Sci.,
dabbling in philosophy, English,

art, etc., acquiring a solid
foundation in the Littarae
Humaniores. What do you

suggest? Become a poli sci, so

that I can know the intricacies of

the two 'party system as seen in

Venezuela. Or perhaps an English

major so that 1 can relate

Hamlet's soliloquy to

Hemingway's fondness for bulls.

And if I opt for these choices,

will my total math-science
background consist of astronomy

and statistics? If so, bring on the

pig embryos!!
Two points to consider: 1) 1

found your comparison between

the Toronto Blue Jays and
English majors a propos , being
similar to one another. 2) Fact:

A third of my course load at

Hopkins has been Humanities.

Was that what Doc Oliver was

referring to when lie said, "lie

(the pre-med) will spend many

happy hours with the lowest

forms of life..."? Here's one for

you: Why did the poli sci cross

the road? Answer, because the

law school was on the other side.

Your friendly
neighborhood throat,

Adam Garden

Specious Species

To the Editor:
We would like to complimen t

the Hopkins News-Letter for its

amusingly accurate description of

mating season at the zoo (that

fun spot where attractive

youngsters hang out--moment of

silence, please--the Rathskellar).

However, the point of this letter

rests not with praise; but with

clarification of certain points.

One in particular is the topic of

"preppieness." We would like to
dispel the myth held by Hopkins
males and Goucher females:
Goucher girls have a long way to

go .before they can meet the
accepted standards for being
preppie. Even from the authors'
description the Goucher girl
comes off sounding more like a
leisure suit victim or a disco
queen rather than a genuine
prep school graduate. This
description has many flaws.
Allow us to list them for you:
1) The docksiders: A true prep

has Sperry TOPsiders, or better
yet, the hard-core preps wear
loafers with or without tassels.
2) The khakis: We haven't

seen one REAL pair yet; there
are the twelve pocket down to
the toes variety. And the fit; we
cannot tell if a true Brooks
Brothers Baby has hips or not.
The Goucher girl "prep" must oil
her legs and use a shoe horn to
get her "khakis" on.
3) The "inevitable sweater

around the neck:" If this is the

case I was a Goucher girl when I
was in the eighth grade. What are
you supposed to do with a
sweater when you are hot'? And
Goucher "preps," you don't wear
a sweater around your neck just
to wear a sweater around Your
neck. Would you wear your
down vest and acrylic Fair Isle in

Miami Beach in August?
4) The make-up: For a

prep--minimal, if ally.
5) The hair: A prep would

rather be bald than have frosted

" win gs ." Papagallo ribbon

hairbands are popular with

normal preps.
Of course, clothes do not

make the prep; there are many

more differences that we won't

go into right now. However, we

have started you we hope on the

right track of realizing the

difference between a Goucher

preppy and a genuine preppie.

With most sincere thanks,

North, South, Lips and Scarves

Exeter, N.H.

Edit Complaint
To the Editor:

The editorial entitled "Red
Rick's Report" (Oct. 20) is a
disgrace. Although I was not
present to hear Pfeffer's speech,
after reading the abridged text, I

can find no hasis for criticism of
the man oi his ideas.. His speech

was a powerful call to the

graduating seniors to open their

eyes and become aware of our

society's shortcomings. In these

apathetic times in which college

students are guided by economic

and personal considerations mere
than by idealism or activism,

Pfeffer's words were quite

appropriate. Naturally, the
speech came as- quite a shock to

many, not only because it dealt
with a sensitive subject but alsodlik
because of the situation in which W
it was presented. People seldom
enjoy hearing the truth,
especially when they are
expecting cheery superficiality.
A large number of Hopkins

graduates enter medicine, law,
and other positions of
responsibility and respect. Pfeffer
was trying to warn the graduating
students against allowing
themselves to become so many
more absorbed elements of "the
system" (a difficult thing to do,
for it is this pathway that usually
leads to greatest economic and
social status). Instead, everyone
should look objectively at this
system, and try to change what
he understands to be wrong. We
are the persons who will make
useful changes in the future, if
we recognize our responsibility
to do so.
Your editorial calls Pfeffer's

views "an intellectual crock,"
then proceeds to criticize small"
segments of the speech, with no
reference to the context in which
the ideas were used. The issue
was not whether chemical food
additives are "healthy"--every
year there is more evidence
against their use, and we have
only begun to research their ill
effects--it was that the need for
such adulteration of food comes
from the need for more profits.
Pfeffer used this point as one of
his many valid criticisms of
capitalist society. (I would
assume that the Belgian food
industry is making a determined
effort to have any additive bans
repealed).
The editorial demonstrated

one of Pfeffer's statements: we
are made to feel "...that it is
naive and utopian, if not actually
subversive, to even think that
there might .be a much better
way to organize our lives." We
should not be content with our
lot merely because, relative to
other nations or to the past, it ie
"the best." ("Our candles bun
brighter than everyone else's so
why bother thinking about
electric lights?':) Complacency
can lead only to stagnation.
There may not be a war in
Vietnam or a Nixon in the White
House, but our society is far
from perfect; we should never
overlook a chance to improve it.

I see nothing "wild and
patently implausible" about
Pfeffer's well- developed,
thoughtful arguments. in fact,
the entirc, controversy
surrounding Pfeffer's speech is
rather ridiculous and also a little
frightening. Are we really so

/intolerant of free intellectual
!!xpression? Must we conform to
the "tradition" referred to in the
editorial (i.e., "...societies of

cont. on p. 5
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people everywhere...are
extremely narrow-minded and
intolerant...")? Why are the
Soviet Union and Marxism
immediately mentioned
whenever someone criticizes the
U.S. or proposes radical change?
I did not see the words
"Marxism" or "Marxist" in the
text of the speech. While
Pfeffer's ideas are certainly
compatible v, ith Marxist
philosophy, they are common to
many other progressive
social/economic ideologies as
well. There are other alternatives
to capitalism. (By the way,
Marxism is not "a rigid,
deterministic dogma" unless one
misinterprets it. The Soviet
Union has horribly distorted
Marxist government).
In conclusion, I would

recommend a thorough
reexamination of Pfeffer's speech
from a less paranoiac point of
view. His dream of a government
designed to satisfy meaningful
human needs and in which
appearance and reality are the
same is one shared, by persons
ranging from Buckminster Fuller
to Timothy Leary to I.F. Stone.
If your editorial truly reflects the
student attitudes toward this
ideal, then we are in serious
trouble.

Sincerely yours,
Mark D. Skoner

Low Blow

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to the
Oct. 20 editorial, "Red Rick's
:sic) Report." This is not a
lefense of Dr. Pfeffer's position,
but an examination of the
exquisitely intelligent and
open-minded comments of the
News-Letter editor. Admittedly I
have learned not to expect much
from this paper's editorials, but
on the other hand, this one is too
muqi to passively accept. The
editorial, more than any other
section of the paper, must
demonstrate responsible and
judicious thinking, since it is the
principle mode by which the
News-Letter should attempt to
influence the opinion of the
community. The shoddy
reasonings and half-baked
conclusions of the Pfeffer
editorial demonstrate the editor's
failure to live up to his
fundamental obligations.

I am hardly a confirmed
Marxist, but to assert
categorically that their views are
"wild and patently implausible"
indicates that, in this instance,

the ecii.or ;mows liist-hand more
about "intellectual crock" than
he lets on. The main thrust of the
editor's argument seems to be:

"Why be critical of our present
society when it is no worse than
any other past or present?" This
certainly misses the whole point.
Hoy/ever dubious .are his
motivations, Dr. Pfeffer is
concerned with outlining a
societal critique- an ambition

which, in itself, is undeniably
commendable when one
considers the evident injustices
present in our society.

His attitude is one that at least
looks toward the future, and this
progressive view is much more
desirable than the reactionary
one expressed by the editor, who
fails to look beyond his own
narrow cultural conception. What
does the editor mean by stating
that Westerners "live the longest,
healthiest lives in human
history." To suggests that this is
grounds for complacency is quite
ludicrous. If, indeed, the editor's
words have any real meaning,
then this would seem to be the
"logical" inference. The
discussion of freedom of thought
in the universities is,
furthermore, certainly ironic
when one considers the outcome
of the Pfeffer tenure decision.
The really sad thing about this

editorial is not that it expresses
an opinion (to which I would not
object), but that it purports to
refute a complex intellectual
position with a snap of the
fingers. Despite the protestations
of enlightened thinking, the
editor truly has much in common
with stereotypical "sixteenth
century peasants." In the future
the editor should remember his
obligation, financial and
otherwise, to the University and,
hence, the student body. Perhaps
then we will see the end of such
irresponsible demagoguery.

Howard Kaplan

Luce Disputed
ro the Editor:

In reading Elaine Pizzo's
article Oct. 13, entitled "Luce
Discusses Human Rights; Luce
Describes Philippine, Taiwanese
Oppression," we were amazed by
its self-contradiction and
untruth.
We are sure that if Mr. Luce

knew a little more Chinese'
history, he would not have made
such a ridiculous mistake as to
say that "Taiwan is 85%
Taiwanese, and 15% Chinese.
These are exactly the same
proportions as exist in South
Africa..." In tracing the history
of Taiwan, it is clear that Taiwan
was 'and is a province of China,
except for the fifty years
(1895-1945) it was ruled by the
Japanese. Most of the so-called
"Taiwanese" are earlier
immigrants from mainland China.
A Taiwanese and a Mainlander
differ only in the timing at which
they arrived at Taiwan.
According to Chinese custom,
cultural base and family history
are the major criteria for
identifying a person. Taiwanese
are L..; facial problem
and di. :nination in South
Africa cannot be generalized to
the case of the Republic of China
in Taiwan. It should also be
noted that Taiwan is only a
geographical term. It makes no
sense to say the Republic of
China is a government ruled by a
minority as was suggested by Mr.
Luce.

Moreover,, v e take issue with.

Mr. Luce's criticisms of
government functioning and
labor conditions. Although the
average age of government
officials and representatives is
older compared to that of the
United States, we, as citizens of

• the Republic of China, do not see
any wrong with that as long as
they serve the people well.
Further, the government has
undertaken a series of steps of
reorganization. For instance,
more new representatives
replacing older ones have been
elected, and more younger
officials recruited into key
offices. Also, in our country, it is
mandatory for six to fifteen year
old youngsters to attend school.
It is unlikely for those between
the ages of "10 and 14" to work
in "U.S. factories" shedding their
"blood, sweat, and tears" as Mr.
Luce suggested. However,
students over 15 in vocational
programs can work, but are hired
only as work-study students. The
average wage for those who work
work-study in the U.S. is $75 per
month.
As Chinese students in this

school, most of whom were born
and grew up in Taiwan, we are
more than happy to share our
knowledge of life in Taiwan with
anyone who has further
questions. We hope that this
response will help to clarify
misunderstanding. The proverb:
"The rumor stops at the wise
man."Certainly this must come
to mind in this situation.

Kuo-in Chen
Ly-yun Chang

Ching- sheng Chem
Jin Jso

Jia Dong Yu
Chiwhei Peng

Wen Ssn Chuang
Harry V. Wang

Enbing Lin
Tien-chay Chen

Fen-ing Chen
Bing Sheng Tai
Jen Hwa Hsu

Venson M. Shaw

Punch And Judy
To the Editor:

About 7:00 p.m. today, as 1
was leaving the Gilman Green
entrance of the M. S. E.
Library, I noticed a fairly large
crowd of students gathered
before an unusual-looking tent
on the Green just south of
Remsen Hall. Some of them were
seated on the lawn, some
standing; all were staring at the
strange-looking tent, and all were
smiling or laughing. Pondering
what might be going on, I
strolled across the Green until I
was behind the gathered
students. Then, with a surge of
delight and surprise, I realized
what an unusual phenomenon
was taking place: There, on
Gilman Green, in the shadow of
august and dignified Remsen Hall
was a real and genuine Punch
and Judy Show!

The tent was beautifully
gotten up; the character of Mr.
Punch was splendidly and
authentically represented, large

cont. on p. 8

The Lovely Cindy Simon

Discipline Code To Be
Submitted To Council

cont. from p. 1
semester.

The code does not establish
specific limits on student
behavior. Instead, it provides a
simple process for reviewing
alleged student misconduct.

It has not yet been decided
whither the charter will cover
only on-campus offenses.
Another dispute concerns the
guidelines and their application
to students who, by committing
misdemeanors unrelated to the
University constitute a "clear and
present danger to Hopkins,"

according to Student Council
President George Connolly.

According to the code, when a
student receives notice that he
has committed a non-academic
offete, he will have two options.
He can chose to be tried by a
predetermined jury of students,
of his case can be heard by

Associate Dean of Homewood
Facilities Jakie Hall, or any
surrogate whom Hall appoints.
The major concern of the

members of the administration is
to keep the legal process as
simple as possible. The Council is
currently working with Hall and
Director of Student Services Tom
Schmith, along with other
administrators,to complete the
remaining section. Neither the
council nor the Adminstration
expect that the code will be used
very often.
Once the Council composes a

final draft, members of the
central administration will
examine its provisions. The code
will then be submitted to the
students for a referendum. After
that, the Board of Trustees will
have to ratify it. It is unlikely,
though possible, that the
students will vote before
Thanksgiving.

ARA COFFEE SYSTEM of MD.
• Brewers loaned free for

Offices, Fraternitites, Sororities
Coin-op Equipment available.

COFFEE AT LOW, LOW PRICES
For students, individual one
cup servings of coffee, sanka,
soup, tea & hot chocolate

FREE DELIVERY PHONE 760-4900

*•:•:-. *•:•:•.

The following Graduate and Professional schools will be visiting
Hopkins during the coming weeks. All students who are interested
in investigating the possibility of attending these schools may
come to the Placement Bureau, located in 135 Garland Hall, to
sign up for interviews. Catalogs from these schools will be
available at the Placement Bureau.

11/ 1/78
11/ 1/78
11/ 4/78

11/ 7/78
1 1/10/78
1 1/14/78

1 1/17/78

Dickerson School of Law
University of Maryland School of Law
University of Pittsburgh School of
International Relations and Management
Syracuse University School of Business
Wharton School of Business
Boston University School of Public
Communication (Journalism & Film)
Washington & Lee School of Law

1111.1 IN1011
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Midnight

1st Place

2nd Place

Grand Prize

The Chaplain's Office presents

A Week In Celebration
of Halloween

Friday, Oct. 27 $1.00

Saturday, Oct. 28 $1.50
(plus costume contest)

Shriver Hall
Best Costume from a character in the film "Rocky

Horror Picture Show", Prize includes $25, Case of
Beer, Rocky Horror Album, Free Admission to see
"Rocky Horror Picture Show".

Second Best Costume from a character in "Rocky
Horror Picture Show". Prize includes S15, Case of
Beer, Free Admission to see 'Rocky Horror Picture
Show".

Best Halloween Costume of all perticipants. Prize
includes $50, Case of Beer, Free Admission to
"Rocky Horror Picture Show".

TUESDAY OCT. 31
hAROWEEN dANCE IN ThE qlAss pAvilioN wiTh
HIP LINGO fRom 8 - 12 pRizEs will bE

AwARdEd fOR ThE SCARIEST, ThE SEXIEST, ThE hippEST,
COSTUMES.... $1.00 COVER & bEER spEciAl

AT MIDNIGHT

SEANCE in second floor levering hall

limited seating call 338-8188 for reservations #

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1 t
IN ThE tITTiE ThEATRE: STEVE WILSON

DOUGLASS BJORDMAIN:
CATHY NUGENT

bEER & WINE & MUSIC fROM 9 Til 12 pm

THURSDAY, NOV. 2
BACK FROM FOLSOM PRISON: TEXAS SWING

WITH THE DRY GULCH DESPERADOS
in the little theatre from 10 until the cows

come home. 50` cover - get one free beer

FRIDAY, NOV. 3
LIVE FROM THE LITTLE THEATRE

YOU NAME IT. A
THEY PLAY IT!!! V

$1.00 COVER ANd bEER SpECiAt 9 - 1 

SATURDAY, NOV. 4
Be a tutor for a day. Take a trip to Washington's

Smithsonian with inner-city kids. Free transportation.
Bring Lunch Leave Hopkins at 10 a.m.

and return at 5 p.m.

HEAD OVER HEELS!

OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
338-8188

GRAD CLU.13.1
IS NOW OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK!

5 p.m. -2 a.m.
Happy Hours 7 - 9p.m.

mow ..amp. .1111110. .111Iso. .011111. 411111111. .affor -01111. .11111111. .1111".

featuring:
PIZZA, BURGERS, 30 plus types
of cold, bottled BEER

g Appearing Live

**A LGOBAND•*

Monday, Oct. 29 10:30 -?

TINO'S LUNCH
245 Noatbeast Market

Monument & Chester Sts

732-6733

FEATURING 

*Scibrnaaines

*Beer Kabob

*Shish Kabob

*Fniecl Chicken

*WEb-tenn Faies

*Gaeek Saki()

*Feta Cheese

*GReek Olives

*Baklava
*KaOaci

*DR. Allen Sub

*Polisb Sausage *Harnbuagens

Tag oua Da_ Peterz Special
All kinOs øç SalaOs

All types oc SanOwich

•
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America Revisited: Modern Answers
To Tocqueville 150 Years Later

cont. from p. 16

seen through the eyes of Toqueville and of McCarthy's
research staff; the second, an expose of the 1970's plastic
culture and McCarthy's solutions. This second part shows
the McCarthy of the 1968, anti-Vietnam campaign, and
this is what makes the book extraordinary.

Here are some of McCarthy's solutions to current
problems:

Indians: Unlike during the period of Manifest Destiny,
"there is time, and there is more space available to Indians
than we have come lo believe. There is, if accepted, a
place in America for cultural differences, certainly to the

lid extent that they are being sought by the Indian

es of America. We must not expect the return of the
'noble savage,' but the establishment of conditions which

allow and encourage Indians to live with

dignity--conditions of reasonable economic and cultural

security."
Economy: Despite the incredible amount of conspicuous

consumption, "things are not desperate in the United

States. The nation still has the potential to meet its

economic needs. What is called for is
re-examination...How far have we gone down the road

toward destroying ourselves as civil and social
beings?...What is called for is continuing moral response?
not one requiring unusual sacrifice of heroic virtues, but
an acceptance of restraint within reasonable limits, of

responsibility toward nature and the resources of the

world."
The Presidency: "The essential strength of the Presidency

should rest in the office itself--not in the person who

occupies it at a given time...The limits of power should be

defined as carefully as possible, and honored in practice.

When unconstitutional use of presidential power is not

checked in time, there is clear and demonstrated danger

that Congress, in reaction, and sometimes in an effort to
cover for Congressional neglect and failure, will abuse the

presidential office and hamper Presidents in the proper
exercise of their Constitutional powers. Overreactions of
this kind, demonstrated in the post-Vietnam and

post-Watergate periods, lead not only to unconstitutional
government, but also to less effective government."

Despite McCarthy's and Toqueville's differences in age,
nationality, and governmental experience, both authors
retain a sense of optimism about America and reflect
America's growth. Toqueville writes about an America
which is still young and largely unexplored, yet he senses
the dangers of democracy--citizens relying too heavily
upon Big Government, freedom of press getting out of
control, demogoguery, etc. McCarthy describes an older,
more tired America, whose citizens take a less active role
in their government and press, and too often, submit to
the stifling hand of corporate and federal bureaucracy.
Yet, McCarthy, too, has faith in American democracy.

Perhaps there is something in America, itself, that
sustains individual morality against the equally forceful
tendency of the citizenry toward self-tyrannization. But
Americans would be wise to heed Toqueville's and
McCarthy's words. As Toqueville warned, "No one will
ever believe that a liberal, wise, and energetic government
can spring from the suffrages of a subservient people."

Eugene McCarthy will speak at the MSE Symposium on
November 1 at 4 p.m. •

PHOTOGRAPHY

the eye we are told
is a camera
but the film is the heart
not the brain
and our hands joining
those that reach
develop the product

it's easy sitting in the sun
to forget that cold exists
let alone envelopes
the lives of people
it's easy sitting in the sun
to forget the ice and ravages

Nikki
qiovANNi

of winter yet
there are those who would have
no other season
it's always easy when thinking
we have the best to assume
others covet it
yet surf or sea each has
its lovers and its meaning
for love

watching the red sun bleed
into the ocean
one thinks of the beauty that fire brings
if the eye is a camera and the film is the heart
then the photo assistant is god

from cotton candy on a rainy day

) dim! am) )ww) ) ) INNII MO

Supplies

WELCO
PARENTS

Books

ME

The Bookcenter will

be open Saturday,

October 28 from

9:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

• 44
A measure Dome CO Easy & Filling Foods

THE HOMEWOOD
DELICATESSEN

JUST ABOVE 31st STREET

3105 ST PAUL ST
Open Daily 9-9 467-7882 Open Sunday 9-5

"Baltimore's Best" BALTIMORE Magazine

ALWAYS
HOT JUICY CORNED BEEF
SANDWICHES $ 1.49 EACH

FRIED CHICKEN PLATTERS
LEG BREAST $ 1.29or
WITH DELICIOUS WESTERN FRIES

ALWAYS HOT NEW YORK BAGELS

LOX — SMOKED FISH,
SABLE PICKLED HERRING

MEAT AND POTATO KNISHES

DELICIOUS FRESHMADE SOUP

NATURAL FOOD DEPARTMENT
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<WEDNESDAY-NOON-5ER
Office
The Johns

of

Hopkins
Special

University
Events presents

1E50,
"THE MID-TERM ELECTIONS:
LOOKING BACKWARD AND FOWARD

Da.Faancis Roaake,
Paocessoa, Political Science,

The Johns Hopkins Unioeasity

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 - 12 NOON

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower I,ibrar
Ilomewood Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

EMPLOYMENT IN T ER V I EW S
The following companies will be on campus during the month of
November to recruit for graduate students in their last year of
study and in some cases, seniors. Any students interested in these
on-campus interviews should stop by the Placement Bureau, 135
Gartand Hall.

1 1 /1/78

11/2/78

11/2/78
11/3/78
11/3/78
11/6/78
11/7/78
11/8/78
11/9/78
11/10/78
1 1 /1 3/78
1 1/15/78

1 1 /16/78
11/20/78
1 1/21/78
11/29/78
11/30/78
11/30/78

Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now
E-Systems Center for Advanced Planning &
Analysis
Motorola
National Bureau of Standards
Naval Air Test Center
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Office of the Navy Civilian Careers
General Instrument Corporation
IBM
U.S: Gypsum
Hercules
Motorola Corporation (Mechanics & Materials
Science)
AR INC Research Corporation
Westvaco
Hewlett Packard
Center for Naval Analyses
MIT Lincoln Labs
Norden Systems

HEAVY DATE
APPOINTMENT WITH
THE FUTURE FOR

ENGINEERING GRADS
Engineering opportunities exist at Hughes Aircraft Company,
Culver City, California, in its Electro-Optical & Data Systems
Groups, for graduates with the following degrees:

*BS in EE, Comp Sci, ME
*MS in EE, Comp Sci, ME

*PhD in EE

The positions involve the development of advanced electr-optic
and space sensor systems, laser systems, and airborne computers
and software. Opportunities are available in the following
specializes areas:

Analog & Digital Circuit Design
Hybrid Circuit Design

Systens Analysis
Systems Engineering
Signature Technology
Pattern Recognition

Image and Information Processing
Computer Architecture
Scientific Programming
E. 0. Sensor Design

Optical Systems Design
Signal Processing Circuit Design
Structural Dynamic Analysis
Mechanical Product Design

Servo Design

Positions are also available for BS graduates on our Masters
Fellowship Work-Study and our Engineering Rotation Programs.
For details, interested graduates are requested to schedule
interview appointments with our recruiter. Your placement office
will schedule you for our recruiting visit on Monday, November
6, 1978.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

HUGHES

N-L
CLASSIFIEDS
SPANISH LESSONS translations by
experienced native teachers. All levels.
366-2056.

HAIRCUTS - Shampoo & Cond. -
$6.50 Pamper Yourself Salon,
,Thrlyle Apts. 889-2359

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
American. Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. G-9 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

CLERK TYPIST - Part-time or
full-time for small technical
placement office, located near
Village of Cross Keys. Call Mickey
Binswanger, 433-6'610 (9-5) or
323-8697 (evenings). Binswanger
Associates, 1190 W. Northern
Pkwy., Baltimore, Md. 21210.

ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at home -
no eperience necessary - excellent
pay. Write American Service, 8350
Park_ Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, Tx.
75231

HELP WANTED! Marketing
Student for large national
corporation as part time lead setter.
ARA Services 760-4902.

BARGAINATA '78 - Resale of new
and "Nearly new" clothes for entire
family. Accessories, turs, nostalgia,
maternity, housewares, etc.
Everything in excellent condition at
bargain prices. Loch Raven
shopping center, Northern Pkwy.
and Loch Raven Blvd. (lower level,
rear entrance) Sunday, Oct. 29,
11-6; Mon., Oct. 30, 10-9; Tues.,
Oct. 31, 10-6; Wed., Nov. 1, 10-6.
Sponsored by National Council of
Jewish Women .

COOK - Working couple living in
Village of Cross Keys requires male
or female interested in shopping for
and preparing dinner 2-4 evenings a
week. Call Mickey Binswanger
323-8697 (evenings and Sundays) or
433-6610 (Monday thru Saturday).

NEED A BAND? Call LOTUS for
Rock 'n Roll! 547-1041 Hear them
at the Rat tonight!

LOST IRISH SETTER - Golden
Retriever mix. Male with white spot
on chest. Collar but no tags. Missing
since Friday, Oct. 20 on Johns
Hopkins - Charles Village area. If
you have any information please
call Steve McKnight at 338-0720 or
467-1414. This is an emergency -
"Daddy Grace" is on medication.
Reward.

NL CLASSIFIEDS:
A SMALL PRICE FOR

A SOUND INVESTMENT.
CALL 338-7647 ON

TUESDAY OR WEDNESDAY
FROM 1 TO 5

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS
ACORN needs organizers to work with low and moderate
income families in 14 states (AR, SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL,
CO, NV, PA, IA, OK, MI, AZ) for political and economic
justice. Direct action on neighborhood deterioration, utility
rates, taxes, health care, etc. Tangible results and enduring
rewards - long hours, low pay. Contact: The Placement Bureau
for interviews Wednesday, Nov. I, or write Ann Lassen,,
ACORN, 628 Baronne, New Orleans, LA 70113 (504)
523-1691.
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PAID
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to participate in a vaccine research study at the Center for
Vaccine Oevelopment, University of Maryland School of Medicine (Baltimore). Two
part study:

1) Outpatient - month of November, two short out-patient visits a week to
University Hospital for 4 weeks to receive vaccine. (paid approximately
.5155.00 for completition)

2) Inpatient - 14 days (Jan. 2 through Jan. 16, 1979) in dormatory-like ward at
University Hospital (paid approximately $350. 00).

 a

For rompletition of both parts of study approximately .5500.00.

Studies are part of ongoing studies of Cholera vaccine at the Center for Vaccine
Oevelopment. All volunteers must be in good health and at least 18 years of age.
Accepting volunteers now. For more information about this and other studies call
.528-5328 as soon as possible.
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Georgetown Gridders Bomb
Bumbling Blue Jays 42-20
BY RICHARD M. MILLER

Five first-half fumbles and a
rash of penalties paved the way
to disaster last Saturday, as the
undefeated Georgetown
University football team rolled to
a 42-20 victory over the hapless
Blue Jays. The loss dropped
Hopkins' record to 2-4, all but
erasing the Jay' chances for their
first winning season since 1973.
The Hoyas wasted little time

*umping into the lead, as senior

iiuarterback Bob Sitz combined
with wide receiver Clayton
'Wagner on an eight-yard
touchdown pass. The score
capped a six-play Georgetown

drive which began when Blue Jay
running back Matt Martello

fumbled the ball away at the

Hopkins 36 on the fourth play of

the game.
Three plays later Georgetown

scored again, taking advantage of

a bobbled Blue Jay kickoff

return to set up a 7-yard

touchdown run by halfback

Andy Murray. Kicker Jim
Corcoran added another extra

point, giving the Hoyas a 14-0
lead only six minutes into the

contest.
On the next Georgetown

possession the Blue Jay defense

held the Hoyas, as a 37-yard
Corcoral field goal attempt

bounced off the uprights to open
the second quarter. Hopkins took
possession at its own 20 yard
line, but quickly surrendered the
ball a third time when senior
tri-captain Kenny Bess fumbled

on the first play from scrimmage,

Five plays later the I loyas scored
again, giving them a 21-0 lead.
The Blue Jays lost the ball

again on their next possession,

but heads-up defensive play by
linemen Ned Sacha and Selwin
Vickers and alert Hopkins
secondary forced the Hoyas to
punt the ball away for the first
time in the contest.
On the first play of the series

that followed burly Blue Jay
running back Kenny Bess burst
through a wall of blockers and

raced 58 yards to the Hoya three
before being knocked out of
bounds. But once more Blue Jay
execution broke down, as
Hopkins lost the ball again before
it could put points on the board.

Finally, with just three
minutes remaining in the first
half, Hopkins began to put
together a scoring drive. Taking
advantage of a Hoya punt
blocked and recovered by
freshman defensive standout
Todd Deiterich, the Blue Jays
moved eleven yards in three plays
before quarterback Jim Margraff
hit freshman John Potthast with
a touchdown pass, in the
endzone. Jeff Harris provided the
extra point, bringing the score to
21-7 with just two minutes to
play.
By carefully utilizing their

remaining time-outs, the Blue
Jays regained possession of the
ball at midfield with 54 seconds
left in the half. Four plays and
two Hoya penalties later Hopkins
scored again, as Margraff
connected with Potthast for

another Blue Jay six. Harris'

extra point left it 21-14 in the
first half.

In the second half Georgetown
began to pull away, as Sitz
engineered a pair of
time-consuming touchdown
drives on the Hoyas' first two
possessions. But Hopkins'
defense came alive again. With
the Hoyas ahead 35-14 late in the
third period, freshman Selwin
Vickers recovered a bobbled
quarterback option pitch-out at
the Georgetown 18 yard line to
set up another Blue Jay score, an
8-yard scramble by running back
Kenny Bess. Harris' extra point
attempt failed, leaving the Blue
Jays 15 points behind as the final
period began.

After a quick exchange of
punts, the Hoyas began to eat at
the clock. They spent a full ten
minutes on a 19-play drive which
resulted in Georgetown's final

cont. on p. 22
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Kicker Jeff Harris displays fine form

Booters Blank Two
BY CAROL HUBER

The Hopkins soccer team has
turned its season around, blitzing
through three of its last four
games including a 3-0 shut-out
over Widener on Wednes-
day. The Blue Jays completely
dominated the first half, taking
an amazing 21 shots on goal.
Junior Marty Wolf led the attack
with 5 shots; he was helped by
Chaim Levin and Lucien Brush.

•

Goalie. Lynn .Katz and Eleanor Simonsick protect the net

Field Hockey Team Even
BY DAVE EINOLF

This week hps been a good one
for the Hopkins women's field

hockey team. After a 3-2 loss to

Western Maryland last Friday,

the Jays brougi t their record up
to 4-4-1 with a 2-0 victory over

Mt. St. Mary's College Tuesday.
The game with Western Maryland

marked two firsts inJ HU hockey

history; it was the first time that

our women had ever scored

against WM, and it was the first

time J HU has ever scored a goal

after being scored upon
first. Against Western
Maryland, tl. riost improved
facet of the Hopkins game was an
impressive defense. Facing a
much better trained team, the
JHU backfield held \NM to only
three goals, as compared to the
eleven given up earlier in the
season to a similarly strong
Franklin and Marshall team.
Eleanor Simonsick and Melissa
Manlove scored for Hopkins.

In the Tuesday game against

Mt. St. Mary's, the Hopkins
women dominated their
opponent. The Blue J ays
repeatedly halted the Mt. St.
Mary's offense while Ellen Lim
and Ginny Schwartzmann each

:scored a goal in the early minutes
i of the first half. Schwartzmann is
the team's leading scorer with
three goals. followed by Lim and
Simonsick with two apiece.
The Hopkins women go for

their fifth win this afternoon at
UMBC at 330 P.M

The Jays' first goal came midway
through the first half when Levin
took a rebound off the goal post
and headed it up and into the
upper right-hand corner of the
Widener net.

Second half action was more
evenly matched, with many
mid-field ball exchanges and few
strong offensive drives. Brush
scored off a direct kick from 10
yards out and then scored again
minutes later on a short shot
which slipped past the Widener
goalie. The Blue Jay backfied of
Ken Suesse, Steve Galloway, and
John Triscoli did a fine job of
containing the Pioneer front line.
This win followed up

Saturday's 1-0 shut-out of a
well-skilled Franklin and
Marhshall team. Although both
teams had several scoring
opportunities in the first half,
neither was able to capitalize.
Hopkins was unable to beat
F&M's close one-on-one defense
until midway through the second
half, when Levin scored on an
assist by Captain Bobby Teasdall,
heading the ball into the goal
from 12 yards out.

Before losing 5-0 to an

excellent Division II Loyola
team, Hopkins captured another
big league victory over
Swarthmore, coming up with
three goals. Marty Wolf, Bobby
Teasdall, and Ed Vance nearly
scored on several occasions
during the first half, but
Swarthmore jumped into the lead
by beating goalie Ken Suesse one
time.

In the second half the Blue Jay
defense of Suesse, Triscoli and
Galloway held tight, keeping the
ball out of scoring- range.
Suddenly, Levin took a pass from
Teasdall, went one-on-one with
the goalie and beat him out to tie
the score at 1-1. Minutes later,
Ed Vance gained possession of a
loose ball after a corner kick and
easily scored the winning goal.
Vance also tallied the final goal
of the game, taking a long lead
pass from Marty Wolf,booting
the ball into the upper left hand
corner of the net. Victories in the
final two games will give Hopkins
a respectable 10-6 record and
possibly a berth in the MAC S.
The Blue Jay booters meet

washington Coleg.. her at 12
r0:0 ion 0110W.

Powerful Polo Team
Plunges Into Playoffs

Doing what they had to
do, the men's water polo team
knocked off two of their three
rivals at last weekends
tournament at Monmouth
College to earn a spot in the
MAC playoffs.
The first contest, pitting

Hopkins against a tough St.
Francis squad turned into a
defensive battle, but St. Francis
edged out the Blue Jays, 5-2.
Losing either of the next two
matches would have dumped
Hopkins from Playoff
qualification. Against RPI, the
floating Jays pulled out ahead in
the first half, 7-4, but had to
tighten up when RPI drew within
one goal in the second half.

Coming through in the. clutch,
Hopkins won, 11-8. Bill Smiddy
connected on a number of
important shots throughtout the
game, and led the team with 5
goals. Wynn McCloskey pumped
in 3.

The final decisive game Of the
series against Lehigh proved to a
cake walk. The defense, sparked
by Mark Wolfram and goalie
Steve Long, gave up only 4 goals,
allowed the offense to go on a
scoring binge, and Hopkins
plunged into the playoffs, 16-4.
Co-Captain Colin Chinn popped
in 5 goals in this contest and Bill
Sick added 3 more.
"Defense did a fine job,''

cont. on p. 23
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Jays Face
Greyhounds

cont. from p. 21
score, a five yard sprint by Sitz
with only two minutes to play.
As the clock ticked off the final
seconds, the scoreboard told the
entire story: Georgetown 42,
Johns Hopkins 20.
Tomorrow at 1:30 the Blue

Jays face Moravian College in an
effort to improve their flagging
record before an audience
swelled with Parents' Day
visitors. This will also be the last
home game ever for senior
stalwarts Bert Bender, Buff
Divers, Sonny Mills, Steve Wey
and Kenny Bess.

The, Greyhounds are 3-1-1
going into tomorrow's contest.

Their record includes a 7-0 upset
over the defending national
champion Widener Pioneers, an
achievement which attests to
Moravian's strong defense against
the run. With their explosive
passing attack, however, the •Blue
Jay offense _should be able to
outdistance the Greyhounds on
the scoreboard. but ()illy if they
can bring their tum-orer and
penalty problems under control.
On defense, Greyhound running
back Bob Meyer and wide
receivers Gregg and Stu Feinberg
must be contained if the Blue
Jays are to limit Moravian to the
15.6 points they have averaged in
the first five games.

Game At A

Glance
J. Hopkins. . . . 0 14 6 0- 20
Georgetown. . . 14 7 14 7- 42

G-V'Vanger 8 pass from Sit? (Corcoran

kick)
3-Murray 7 run (Corcoran kick)
G-Tally 10 run (Corcoran kick)
JHU-Potthast 9 pass from Margraff

(Harris kick)
JHU-Potthast 6 pass from Margraff
(Harris kick)
3-Murray 11 pass from Siti (Corcoran
kick)
)-Frederico 1 run (Corcoran kick)
JHU-Bess 8 run (kick failed)
3-Sitz 5 run (Robbett kick)

G"town JHU
irst downs 24 13

Rushing yards 314 157
Passing yards 137 177
Fotal yardage 451 334

Passes-att-int 11B-0 17-32-0

rumbles-lost 3-2 6-6
aunts-ayg yds 4-22 4-33

)enalties 7-71 1U-10/

Metros Prepare For
78-79 Season Here

BY SARA ROBERT

If by some chance you've
been to the Athletic Center one
recent morning, ,and if you've
noticed that the players on the
basketball court seem unusually
tall for Hopkins students, you're
right. During the month of
October, the newly-formed
Baltimore Metros have been
holding tryouts and practices in
the JHU gym.
The Metros have joined the

34-year-old Continental
Basketball Association this
season, and will play teams from
as close as Allentown and
Lancaster to teams as far away as
Alaska, where the Anchorage
Northern Knights are located.
(The Knights actually pay travel

An Invitation from IBM
to discuss your career

Thursday, November 9, at the
J HU Placement Office.
If you are thinking about a career in engineering, computer
science or sales/marketing, IBM is certainly one company you
should consider.

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented
people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility
offered by one of the prime growth industries.- information
technology.

We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities
in many areas. Come and talk with us. We'll be at J.H.U.
all day, November 9. The Placement Office will be happy to
set up your appointment.

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and
the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are
available at the Placement Office.

igehd
Wayne Dickert
Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation
One Barker Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601

=. OWNED MIIMM

= =

An Equal Opportunity Employer

and other incidental expenses to
each team in the CBA to come
play three games during a
one-week period in Anchorage).
The Metro's season, which begins
tonight against the newly-formed
Rochester Zeniths, continues
through April 1. All Metro home
games will be played at the
University of Maryland-Baltimore
campus in Catonsville. Tonight's
game starts at 8:00, and tickets
cost $4, $3, and $2.

Larry Cannon is the gen
manager and coach of t
Metros. He was an All-American
at LaSalle, a first round draft
pick in both the NBA and ABA
drafts in 1969, and a player for
the Miami Floridians of the ABA.

Each team in the CBA is
affiliated with teams in the NBA.
The Metros are affiliated with the
Washington Bullets, the Atlanta
Hawks and the Milwaukee Bucks.
A player released by one of these
teams automatically becomes a
draft pick for the Metros.
The Metro roster, finalized on

Monday, is lead by Joe Pace, a
6'11" center from Coppin State
who spent time with the Bullets
and was recently at the Boston
Celtic training camp. Other
players include: Paul Zaretsky, a
6'10" center who was at the
Atlanta Hawks camp; Tim
Claxton, a forward who put in a
strong pre-season showing; Rubin
Collins, 8th in CBA scoring last
year with 27.6 points a game;
and Galen Baker, who served
with Seattle's squad and has just
completed a contract with the
Harlem Globetrotters.
As shown by the above list,

the team is filled with talented
players who are looking ahead to
possible careers in the NBA.
Coach Cannon feels fans can look
forward to an exciting brand of
basketball. He is training his team
to play a running game in which
they will look for "opportunity
baskets" off a quick rebound and
a fast break. According to
Cannon, "We want to play the
best basketball we can play."

riefiRr
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Huh?,Griffin Lead In
BIA Football Leagues
Despite some early season

complications, the BIA flag

football season is building up to
an exciting climax. Entering the

last week of play,ten teams are
still eligible for the championship

playoffs. While the statistics are
still not entirely up to date, it

appears that the three league

leaders, Griffin,Huh? and DU, are

well on their way to undefeated

seasons. They will enter the

*offs, which begin November

, along with three league

runners-up and the two .third
place wild card finishers with the
best overall records.

• Football is not the only BIA
sport to highlight this semester.

Last week's Gouchfr Gallop

found Brian Hall dashing across

the finish line in first place,

followed by John Silver, Marshall

Myer and Eddie Joseph. In league

competition, Du, Wilson-Wood
and the Grad Club took first

place in the fraternity, dormitory

and independent leagues.
Doug Frome of the Bike Club

captured a first place finish in the

bike race, with Chris Kennedy

and Ed Symakowski close

Playoff
Bound

cont. from p. 21

Chinn explained. "We also did

much better in our man-up

situations. There was a switch in

the offense from 3-3 (three men
up and three men back to 4-2

(four men up and two back).

This way we could take the

outside shot or work it to the

middle. Also there were only 4 or

5 kickouts during the whole

weekend."
At the MAC

playoffs at the University of

Pittsburgh on November 4th and

5th the water polo team must

win at least one match against

either Penn State, St. Francis, or

Monmouth to get into the

Eastern championships. The Jays'

three losses during the regular

season caine at the hands of these

three big teams, but the margin

of victory was never big. In the

past, the defense has continually

played well, so if the new

eiensive set-up starts to produce

nces are good that the polo

players can advance further than

ever before. In addition, more

than half of the starting team will

leave after this year. Colin Chinn

summed up the sentiments of

these players when he said, "We

want to go out in style."

behind. Walter Cook,

representing Vincent-Wi!lard,

smashed his way past Tom

Forrester of Hollander to win the

BIA tennis tournament. And in

soccer, Wilson-Wood will meet

Sick Pick and the Volkswagens in

the finals.
This weekend will see the

inauguration of a new BIA sport:

2-on-2 basketball tournament.

Both the basketball and the
squash/racquetball tournaments

will commence this Sunday.

Entry deadlines for both are 6

p.m. this evening. Anyone still

wishing to compete may fill out

entry forms in the Athletic

Center office. Any questions or

comments should be directed to

Jeff Marks at 235-3851.

Dormitory League

Griffin t   8-0
Jennings   6-1-1
llollander   5-1-1
Wilson-Wood   5- 2.

Gildersleeve   5-3
Lazear   2-4
Clark   1-5
Vinc.-Willard   1-5

Independent. League

Huh?   6-0
Raiders   6-1
Mean Machine   4-1-1
Bombers   5-3
JSA   2-4
BSU   ?-5

Med School   1-4
Grad Club   1-3
Iron Men   0-4

Fraternity League

DU   7-0-1
TEP   7-2
Sig Ep   5-2-1
N-L   4-4
Sig Nu   1-5
Phi Psi   1-7

We
can't
cjo
without
you

CSC

The Systems Division of Computer Sciences
Corporation has mounted the most aggressive
campus recruitment program in its history.

As a consequence of our growth, both in
types as well as magnitude of contracts, the

entry level opportunities now at CSC
are as numerous and diverse as an

encyclopedia of communications
and computers, with systems rang-

ing from undersea to outer space.
Intensely challenging programs underway

• serve almost every branch of government, and
every corner of industry.

Unlike other large firms which concentrate on design, development, and
manufacture of computers and related hardviare. CSC is entirely systems
oriented. Here you will find yourself in the unique position of creating software
for systems (which you will also be helping to create) out of your knowledge of
customer needs, and awareness of all of the hardware available, from any and
every manufacturing entity in the nation. Perhaps the world.
From the beginning, you will enjoy the career advantages that arise out of

CSC's stature as one of the largest information sciences companies in the world.
But you'll soon realize the value to you as an individual of the fact that CSC is not
a giant monolithic employer. Even within our fast growing Systems Division,
each operation and technical team maintains its own identity and individuality.

So you will enjoy greater visibility for all the good things you do.

Starting in Year Number One.
If your degree is in EE, Computer Sciences, or their equivalent, we'd like to

introduce you to people very much like yourself who have helped make CSC
the industry leader in software and computer-based systems.

We couldn't have gotten there without them... and we can't stay there
without you.

We'll be interviewing on campus
Tuesday, October 31st.

See your College Placement Office for details, or write Chris Pappas, Employment Manager.

WE AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION
SCIENCES 6565 Arlington Boulevard Falls Church, VA 22046

CORPORATION Major Offices and Facilities Throughout the World.

I.
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City Faces New Problems; Finding New Solutions
BY MITCHEL HYMAN

"From its rolling hills to its
gentle shore, there's really only
one Baltimore," goes the jingle of
the promotional film produced
by Baltimore City's Department
of Housing and Community
Development. The film, called
"Baltimore on the Move," was
shown by Jay Brodie, director of
the department, before his talk at
the Sunday Experience October
22nd in the Listening-Viewing
Room.
The film was produced to sell

Baltimore to prospective
residents and businesses. It tells
about Baltimore's recent
advances in housing
developments, and in the
attraction of business to Charles
Center and other areas. These
advances have given Baltimore an
"international reputation in
development."

Mr. Brodie discussed how "the
strain of anti-urbanism in
American life" has contributed
to the flight of business and
middle and upper-income people
from American cities, including
Baltimore. ln the past, when
wealthier people moved outside
the bounds of the city, Baltimore
would annex the newly-inhabited
areas to preserve its tax base.
Thus, Roland Park was absorbed
by the City in 1919. At that time
the residents had no say in the
process, but since World War II
they must approve any
annexation. According to Brodie,

with Baltimore's high tax rates,
residents of a county will not do
that. The result is a permanent
flight of relatively affluent
people outside the city's fixed
boundaries, and an increasingly
high concentration of the elderly
and the poor people within the
city, because they cannot afford
to live elsewhere. These are the
people who are least able to pay
taxes but require the most
government services.
To compensate for these

financial problems, Baltimore has
instituted a property tax rate
about twice as high as that in the
counties. Faced with increasing
fiscal difficulties, the city has
two options: cut services, or
increase revenue. The
Department of Housing and
Community Development's job is
to ensure the latter. One way to
augment the city's tax base is
through urban renewal that
brings more taxpaying middle
income people back to
Baltimore. The city currently has
a homesteading program, in
which families can buy
dilapidated rowhouses at low
prices if they renovate the houses
within six months.
Many new housing

developments are also being
built Brodie noted that the city
is having equal difficulty
attracting either black or white
middle-income families to
Baltimore.

Brodie said he was aware that
these projects geneially ignore

THE SENIOR CLASS FILM SERIES
PRESENTS...

poor people, who are in
desperate need of better housing
in Baltimore. But he said the city
"cannot stress just low-income
housing because that doesn't
bring in enough money like
middle-income housing."

Brodie claims the poverty
problem cannot be helped by
housing, but by jobs. He thinks
city youths should be taught
marketable skills in public
schools to facilitate their
employment, something which is
not currently being done. The
unemployment rate among black

TRUMAN CAPOTE'S

IN COLD BLOOD
*STARRING*

*ROBERT*

*BLAKE*

"One of the finest
pictures of the year
and possibly of the
decade."
SATURDAY REVIEW

FRIDAY & SATURDAY SHAFFER 3

OCTOBER 27 & 2S ADMISSION: $1.00

7:30 & 10:00 P.M. SENIORS: $ .75

youths is now 25 to 30%. The
new white collar business now
being attracted to the city cannot
help them: "The kind of entry
jobs that existed for European
immigrants 50 to 70 years ago do
not exist anymore."

Brodie cited improvements
like the new convention center
and subway, and an increase in
the number of downtown
restaurants. These are intended
to bring businessmen and tourists
into the city. He stressed how
these projects are only made
possible through the cooperation

of government and business.
Despite the extra revenue

generated from these projects,
Brodie still thinks Baltimore will
eventually be in financial trouble
without s Jme basic political
change. He proposed the
abolition of local property taxes
and implementation of state-wide
graduated taxes. Then Baltimore
would have its current unevenly
high tax rate eliminated. Without
some kind of change, he said,
"that tax rate is going to kill us."

Oct. 27 - Friday at Midnight $1.00

Oct. 28 - Saturday at Midnight

$1.50 & (costume contest)

1
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:oreign investment supports the
existing white dominance. At
present, foreign money invested
in South Africa totals $20 billion
. Koka estimated that if United
States investors, the
second-largest group fo foreign
investors, would withdraw, " the
government would definitely feel
this"

Koka capped his argument by
urging Western antions to divest
themselves of their South African
holdings Only then will the
blacks attain their goal, he said,
of government by popular vote.
According to Koka, "We would
like to create an egalitarian
society where every man is

South African Black
Urges Divestment Step

cont. from p. 3 valued before the law. . . and
the m ult in at onals." Rather, where every man has the right to

enjoy the wealth of the
country".

Koka's visit to this campus was
sponsored by the Office of the .
Chaplain.

miles 300

BOTSWANA

SWAZILAND

NAMIBIA lokannesburg•

LESOTI-10
SOUTH
AFRICA

[TRANSKEI 

Cape Toon

California Movement
cont. from p.

majority of UC students favor
termination of the university's
ties with South Africa. But even
as groups like SERJ and the 15
campus coalition of Campuses
United Against Apartheid
(CUAA) crank up for another
year of investment protest.

administration response indicates
investment policies will most
likely remain unchanged.

UC Regents' Treasurer Herbert
Gordon acknowledges that
'student concerns have gotten
alot of interest stirred up about
conditions in South Africa, and
that's a good thing."

Frat Wins Partial Award In Suit
cont. from p. 1

because he had to eat dinner
there every week, help answer
the phone and maintain the
house. Had he been at the house
only a few times, Carlson • said,
Zerivitz would not have been
admitted to TEP.
The fra t performs weekly

maintenance details, and makes
major repairs such as painting a
wall once each month, according
to its spokesperson. Carlson said
Zerivitz had not shown up for
these duties.

Carlson said Zerivitz had
moved out in March because he
had found a new apartment
whose lease began at that time.
According to TEP, Zerivitz had
wanted to move out because he
disliked his roommate and
because his new apartment
offered him more privacy. May
was reportedly the first time that

HAVING A BASH?
—1VIAKEIT-A SIV1A3H
WITH LOTUS BAND!!!
Ai Call 547-1041
-7T- Here them at the

Rat tonight!'!tonight!!!

Free
Pregnaicy

Prompt. confidential

help, including birth
control and abortion
services.

Baltimore, Maryland

788-4400

ZerivitL announced he would not
pay both leases, and the first
time he complained about any
filth.

Carlson felt that Zerivitz's
comments would have no
detrimental effects on TEP, and
said he believes people generally'
consider TEP a high-quality
house. "I've lived here for two
years and if it was anything like
Kenn said it was, I would've
moved out myself."

Carlson said that the fraternity

was satisfied with the ou come of

the court case. "We weren't that
concerned with the amount; we
just wanted to let people know

we were serious about enforcing

our leases."
Zerivitz, who has announced

that he will not pay, said "the

judge's fractional award to TEP

showed that they were not

without fault. I just hope some
improvements have come out of this",

PORTS Of CAll TRAVFIF 

(foRmERly bURCh TRAVE0

3900 N . ChARIES ST. 467-3900

NOW ACCEPTING
THANKSGIVING AND

CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS

ICELANDIC AIR TICKETS

SKI TOURS

CHARTERS

CAR RENTALS

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

STUDENT EURA IL-PASS

AMTRAK

INTERNATIONAL &

DOMESTICS AIR LINE

TICKETS

A full service travel agency providing personal and professional

attention for all needs. AVOID THE HOLIDAY RUSH MAKE

YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY!!!.

AREAS FINEST

hAIRCUTTINq

by ROSE gOldMAN

bENNy NAThEWiTCh

EitEEN quiiN

3333 N. ChAR1ES

NEXT TO WOLMAN

hal

CAII FOR AppoiNTmENTs: 338-1126

MORE LETTERS
cont. from p. 5

hooked nose and all, and the
backdrop was in good taste and
authentically designed.

Unfortunately for me, I got
there at the very end of the
show, when Mr. Punch struggled
with the crocodile (very well
gotten up and portrayed) and
was seized by the gaping
crocodiles' jaws and dragged,
squealing, behind the miniature
stage.

The voice that provided the
dialogue was excellently
rendered. All in all, it was a
first-rate and unusual
performance. I asked sevicial
students who 'was sponsoring
this charming bit of wholesome
and truly worthwhile
entertainment. No one seemed to
know. Perhaps your Editorial
office or news office might
enlighten me. I am frank to. say
that I was not only delighted
with the sight of a real, genuine
Punch and Judy Show on
campus, but also deeply moved
nostalgically.
The last time I saw this

delightfully old-fashioned species
of street entertainment, which
dates from the late Middle Ages,
and is said by some scholars to be
a direct descendant of the
Mystery and Miracle Plays of the
thirteenth century, was in
London, in 1928, near

Paddington Green In that
instance, it was most appropriate,
since the grave of the 18th and
1 9th-century English historical
painter and diarist, a friend of
Wordsworth, Keats, Mrs.
Siddons, and a host of literary
and artistic figures, Benjamin
Robert Haydon, is buried in the
cemetery at Paddington, next to
the grave of the renowned Sarah
Siddons.
Among the better paintings

executed by Benjamin Robert

Haydon was his large canvas,
"Punch on May Day, " originally
commissioned by Lord Mulgrave,

and now in the art gallery of the

National Gallery, Millbank,
London--more commonly called
the Tate Gallery. I saw the
original painting there the same
year, 1928. The artist was of my
family in England.

Hence, to see a Punch and
Judy Show here on the
Homewood Campus was to me a
real delight. I write this to your
paper in the hope you may have
room for it, in order that those
responsible for bringing the
Punch and Judy Show to the
campus may know how much it
was enjoyed and appreciated by

An "Old Grad"--PH.D., 1940.1
Presently working on Memoirs of
the Graduate School, (History)
during 1936-40.

MOM

Send for our five catalog
of dassic college fashions I
for women and men. I

All the traditional looks you like. Everything from
casual crewnecks to soft dresses, trim blazers to skirts
to sporty slacks.
Send for a free subscription to our catalog today. Call
(617) 749-7830 or write The Talbots, Dept. jR, Hingham, I
Mass. 02043. And if you're in the area, stop by one of
our stores. We have six in Massachusetts and four in
Connecticut.
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State  Zip 
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How would Einstein
theorize about O'Keefe?
Although the O'Keefe formula is secret, certain factors in the
equation are well known:
I . O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor.
2. It is smooth and easy going down.
3. Its head commands respect.
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: It Is too good to
quip. Relatively speaking, of course.

It's too good to gulp.

Imported from Canada by Century Importers, Inc., New York, NY

j‘n illustrated extravaganza of heroic
fantasy—in glorious full color—from
the creators of "Eschatus" and

"Mythopoeikon"

by Chris Achilleos
A collection of the extraordinary work
of one of today's most gifted fantasy
artists. His bizarre twilight world is filled
with humanoid fiends, beautiful
women, cataclysmic struggles and sav-
age eroticism. A Fireside Paperback;
oversize 81/4 x 111/2 format; $7.95.

Also available:
ESCHATUS: Nostradamus' Prophe-
cies of Our Future, by Bruce Penning-
ton. 12 x 12. A Fireside Paperback,
$8.95.

MYTHOPOEIKON: The Paintings,
Etchings, Book-Jacket & Record-Sleeve
Illustrations of Patrick Woodroffe.
81/4 x 113/4. A Fireside Paperback, $9.95

A FIRESIDE BOOK
FROM SIMON AND SCHUSTER

THE TURNING POLVF
Directed by Herbert Ross

Starring Anne Bancroft, Shirley MacLaine, Mikhail Baryshnikov,

Torn Skerritt and Leslie Browne

"A turning point in ,Nomen's

-Molly Haskell, New York

"Movie of the year! Anne Bancroft and Shirley MacLaine give the
performances of their careers:'
-Judith Crist, New York Post

Best Film -National Board of Review

SIVIVER HALL
FRL OCT. 27 SAT. OCT. 28

7:30 & 10:00 PM
admission $1.00

• Igma u Fraternuty and
•• The Student Council Social Committee
• present a•

• H••••••
• Friday, October 27•

In the Glass Pavillion•• 9p.m.-1a.m.•
• featuring ROCK CANDY

Admission $1.00
Beer 254

(a free beer with costume)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
• Diabetes Association •

Proceeds to benefit:

• •
• •
0. SPIRITS FOR BEST COSTUME:
••••••••••••••••••••••••
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12:30 pm Till 1:30 pm

johNs hopkiNs UNiVERSITy book CENTER

The 1979 Yearbook-
's in need of a staff!

%
(you are interested in doing:

Modal work, layout design,

art work, graphic design,

photography

or business and advertising.

ease come to a meeting
/Tuesday, October 31st

5:00 pm

Conf. Room A

Hopkins Union

RING DAY

SAT. - OCT. 28
BOOKCENTER

SEE

THE OFFICIAL
J.H.U. ALUMNI SIGNET RINGS

AND

THE NEW "HOMEWOOD" RING

Your Order Today Will

Assure Christmas Delivery

J. JENKINS SONS CO.
6601 WHITE STONE ROJD

265-5200

CD

One Night, One Showing
Tuesday, Oct 31 at 8:00

In Shriver Hall.

Co-sponsored by
Hop SFA and

the Office of Student
Activities

FR EE

FREE
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Our Popular Editor Is Deluged With Mucho Letters

ECAS Response

In response to the letter
last week in which one student
objected to the expenses
supposedly inherent in 24.62
(ECAS); there are a number of
points which were apparently
ignored in his/her letter.
The writer seems to be

ignoring the fact that the DEC
10's operating system makes it
very, difficult to exceed the daily
limit without being notified

Pj beforehand, i.e. a user who is

approaching the limit will be

warned of this and the decision
to continue in spite of the

warning must be his.

Furthermore, there are a number
of programs available to check on

one's resource consumption;
well-documented and specifically

explained to ECAS students at
the beginning of the semester.

As for the $4/day accounts,
there is a reason for this policy.
The decision not to give students

a weekly or monthly allowance
was based on the principle that
there are a limited number of
terminals. With policy the way it

is presently, students are made to
spread their use of the system

out over several days rather than

waiting until the day before an

assignment is due and then

making a mad rush to get the

Work done. Furthermore, $4/day

can go a fairly long way if some
care is observed, such as working
during non-prime-lime (in the

evenings or on the weekends).

I would also like to inform the

writer that Dr. Bartels is

undoubtedly qualified to teach

this course, having taught 24.63
(Computer Programming

4P

ENOUGH
TO MAKE
YOU GLAD
YOU'RE
ALIVE.
There's great joy to be
found in a Christian
Science church service.

It comes from getting
a clearer idea of God
as infinite good, and
of man as His image
and likeness.

It comes from feeling
the power of these
ideas in each week's
Lesson-Sermon, read
from the Bible and
from the Christian
Science textbook.

It comes from seeing
what was hopeless
or painful in your
experience replaced
by the certainty
of rod
You can eave the
service with a lighter
heart ... and ready to
gladden others, too.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

SUNDAY SERVICES

Sunday Morning- 11 a.m.

Sunday Evening- 7:30 p.m.

FIRST CHURCH OF
CHRIST, SCIENTIST

' 102 West University Pkwy.

Workshop) previously, among
other Math.Sci. courses.
As regards the matter of

increasing the workload, if it is
genuinely excessive, it would
seem that this would be reflected
in the work of the class as a
whole, and should not affect
individual grades. As one who has
taken ECAS in the past, I found
it somewhat too simplified of a
course. If Dr. Bartels has
succeeded in making ECAS less
of a "gut," then he is to be
complimented.

T.Scott Pyne

Clean-Up Issue
To the Editor:

Where are the missing
custodians? Most of us here at
Hopkins spend our days in
intellectual pursuit quite
oblivious of the people who keep
our buildings and grounds clean
and operational. It is easy to
forget them as they scurry about
quietly emptying trash, cleaning
floors and restrooms. Their work

is consistently productive and
essential to the daily health and

Vic Zanella,
manager of housekeeping, the
change of the night shift, "while
an inconvenience to the people
(custodians), was well worth the
tradeoff in increased productivity
to be gained from night work."
He went on to say that budget
revisions necessitated the
changing to the night shift. Of
course it is well and good for Mr.
Zanella to speak of tradeoffs,
since he has traded little in the
way of inconvenience to himself,
gaining everything in the way of
increasing productivity from the
custodial staff, who now work

well-being of the Hopkins
community (which is a good deal
more than many of us can say),
yet they are often forgotten.
Well, now they can be forgotten
entirely. Because if you happen
to work a normal workday, say
anytime between eight in the
morning and nine at night, you
need never cast your eyes upon
these .unappreciated members of
the Hopkins community again. A
recent change in policy now
requires much of the custodial
staff to work from eleven at
night to seven in the morning.
Why?

According to

Uncle Sam To Collect Debts
cont. from p. 3

. repay. Now the first results of
fano's collections program

have been released, and the
program seems to be working.

Last year, for example. HEW

caught an average of 270
defaulters on three loan
programs—the Guaranteed

Student Loan, the National

Direct Student Loan, and Health
Education Assistance Loans--each

week.
This year, Califano reports

HEW is converting defaults to
repayments at a rate of 1200 per
week.
The increase is largely due to

an expanded federal collection
staff. This month, when two of
HE‘V's ten regional offices begin '
utilitzing professional collection
agencies, the rate of conversion
should increase even more.

uninterrupted in the boredom of
silent, dark, empty buildings. The
staff, he was quick to point out,
will be compensated an
additional fifteen cents an hour!
Their gain, however, is at the cost
of now topsy-turvy days turned
into nights and vice versa. In the
winter months this will prove
some thing akin to living in
Alaska--a life of almost total
darkness.

Most people prefer to do the
bulk of their work during the
daylight hours, spending evenings
at a more leisurely pace with
family and friends. Why should it
be otherwise for the custodial
staff'? Is Hopkins so desperate to
increase productivity that it must
squeeze it out of some of its
lowest paid staff during the wee
hours of the night? Is there a

union representing the interests
of the custodians of this issue?
We hope that this policy is

reconsidered since, along with
othe rs, we miss the friendly
"hellos" and conversations of the
custodial staff. We emphasize
that we do not represent the
complaints of particular menthe's
of the custodial staff, for to do

'so may place their jobs in
jeopardy. But we are concernoi
that human welfare be given fbil
consideration where employe( s
are concerned. If not, then can
students expect better treatment
than staff'?

Sincerely,
Carlton Haywood

Laurence Knighton
Jean Lynch

Chris fonilins

libN
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'DR. CHESTER WICKWIRE

University Chaplain, JHU

"CHINA TODAY -
ONE MAN'S VIEW"

ALSO: Monumental Brass Quintet
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Sunday, Oct. 29- PreSellit6

11:00 a.m.

#
Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins University
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NEXT ISSUE—

So you're going to college to be
a lepidopterist.

Will You Have
A Job When You
Graduate?
You like catching, mounting
and cataloging butterflies. Is
there any reason for you to
believe your career will take off
after you graduate? In the next
issue of Insider—the free
supplement to your college
newpaper from Ford—college
degrees and careers they pre-
pare ynil'or will be discussed.

An:J while you're enjoying

Look for Insider—
Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

your Insider, check out the
sharp new Fords for '79. Like
the New Breed of Mustang
with dramatic new sports
car styling. And Fiesta—

Wundercar Ford's fun little
import. You can bet Ford
has just about everything

you'd want to drive.
See if your college education
and career hopes are working
together, read the next Insider
And check out the new lineup
of '79 Fords. They'll both put

you on the right road.

FORD
FORD DIVISION



A PLAGUE OF BCE

One thing about Joe and I, we could always agree on
bullshit. We disliked each other's music, politics, study
habits and brand of whisky, but whatever smacked ot
merde du taureau to one produced an equal reaction in
the other, and in that respect we might have been Siamese
twins. Late autumn mornings, especially, the cramped and
chilly dorm room would reek with the offending stench,
for it was then that I usually returned, swearing under my
breath, from Contemporary American Letters.

Like most aspiring young authors, I came to this
campus with certain ideas about writing, one being that it
just can't be taught...at least, not in a classroom. I also
arrived, however, with a more or less open mind, and
quickly determined to give the Writing Seminars
Department a fair chance to change my way of thinking.
Accordingly, I shelved Intro Psycho for a year and
penciled in CAL in its stead.

I will not attempt to give anything resembling a full
account of the atrocities perpetrated in that literary
chamber of horros, for I haven't nearly the stomach for it.
What I will do is relate a few of the more memorable
instances, which should give the reader a fairly good idea
of just what 22.5 (oh,innocent title!) was all about.

The underlying principle of the class was that nothing

you did, no matter how outrageous, was ever wrong.

(Being the product of a Jesuit education, this naturally

struck me as damnable heresy from the very first). No

matter what foul garbage was spewed out by the empty

minds of my classmates, it was instantly justified as being

"creative" and an "honest expression of his/her inner

feelings." No matter what imbecilic scribbling was daily

handed in,. it always came back bearing the scarlet letter

and an impassioned request that it should be read aloud

so that all might hear and benefit. Our TA seemed

incapable of shaking her head to show even the slightest

touch of disapproval no matter how incredible the offense

against common intelligence, and I began staring intently

at the back of that worthy's neck, trying to determine if

any tendons had been cut (I still believe a lobotomy is

required). Many were the times I was forced to bite my

tongue and sit on my writhing hands while listening to

some malodorous tirade about God-knows-what, lest I

strike out and bloody the offending mouth in my

righteous rage.
I remember one gruesome incident in particular that to

this day never fails to boggle and becloud my mind. It was

getting near the end of the semester, and I was

desperately hoping that the worst crimes were over and I

could glide thiough December without losing my temper

or any more of my breakfasts. Gentle reader, it was not to

be.
The assignment for that day had been to "explore an

unconventional aspect of literature that has a special

meaning for you" or some nonsense to that effect. Near

the end of the interminable hour the time came for a

particularly airheaded female to give her presentation.

Now, from past experience I was fearing the worst, but

her performance that day easily left my wildest .

nightmares in the dust. She sat there (oh, I remember it

well!) straight of face, steady of voice, and proceeded to '

read a poem... backwards. She announced weightily to the

room at large that she was proving "that poems can be

just as meaningful and valid when read in reverse."

I whipped my head around and gazed imploringly into

the TA's face. Surely this was too much, even for her;

surely this lastest and greatest outrage would bring her to

A Catalogi
Tbeia Foal Antics, Boorish Ha

her long forgotten senses! But to my consternation, to my
horror; all I beheld was that same approving smile and the
same benign head bobbing up and down with a cheery
vigour, if anything more empathic than usual!
OH! PROPHETESS OF THE NEW LITERARY AGE!

Oh revealer of the ONE TRUE CRITICISM! No airhead
she, but rather a VOICE OF TRUTH RINGING OUT OF
THE DARK NESS! Away with meter and meaning and all
the rest of the ancient lies which have blinded us to
poetry's true soul! The Eternal Circle is
completed...foreward they were written and BACK WARD
THEY SHALL BE READ!
Oh why, WHY didn't I see it all before? It's so simple

and yet so right! Consider Tennyson's Ulysses, just as an
example : For years, people have been reading the last
lines as...

To strive,
To seek,
To find,
And not to yield!

...how vague, stilted, and stuffy; how enormously
inferior that sounds when compared to the new
reading...the glorious new REVERSED READING!...

Dole and mete I, wife aged and with match'd
Crags barren these among, hearth still this by
King idle an that profits little it.

%ist-high bullshit, you say'?...son, I was hangin' from the
rafters.

I certainly don't want to give anyone the impression
that I think all students in the Writing Seminars to be
literary clowns on the order of the one mentioned above.
One of the first things instilled by a quality liberal
education is a fear of sweeping generalizations, and I've
been paying attention in class. Although the majority of

such pompous churls do indeed emerge from that

department, no major is without its token offenders.

Whatever their formal calling, these caustic no-minds are

legion and have pissed me off one too many times.

Where do I begin?
If they just kept to themselves, it wouldn't be nearly so

bad. If their bookish blitherings were only heard inside of

the Vriting Seminars classrooms, then we could glass in

some visitor's galleries and sell tickets, for buffoonery

always draws .a crowd. Unfortunately, due to legal

oversight and permissive thinking, they are given fee

reign of the campus. Who among us has not had to flee

the Gilman Coffee Shop lest the "learned" quips arising

from one of their malodorous clatches bring on an instant

attack of nausea? Who among us has never been forced

from his prime aisle seat in disgust when a member of this

noxious gang begins loudly pontificating on the "desolate,

spare background imagery" of the movie? (Or the

cartoon, for that matter) Where is the man, woman, or

child whose ears have not been ruthlessly and cruelly

assaulted by their vacuous verbiage at one time or

another?
My guess would be that this heinous idiocy doesn't

bother your average pre-med-on-the-street all that much.

After all, you folks probably think all Humanities

students are fuzzy-brained loafers, right? But as for

my self and other work-a-day English majors, such

by Cater) Bc1

purveyors of literary claptrap are nothing less than a
smarting thorn in our collective side--these pompous
punchinellos give the study of fiction a bad name and we
don't like it.

For the most part they travel (like all stupid and
cowardly animals do) in packs. Without constant
reassurance from others of their own kind that the Nobel
Prize is near at hand, their whole house of self-important
cards would crumble and blow away like the pages of so
many Classic Comics. Needless to say, I usually give such
gibbering flocks a wide berth, but there always arise those
vexing times when a confrontation becomes inevitable.
One night last Spring, for instance, found me and another
lusty English major in the Baker abode of a sprightly New

Jersey nymph (that's nymph, not nympho) when
suddenly the door burst open and half a dozen of the
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aforementioned nabobs paraded in
chattering pomp.

We were trapped, dear readers, trapped--and our
stomachs turned in unison.

They were returning from a poetry reading by a grad
student, and the taxing event had apparently driven them
back to the dorms in a state of mental exhaustion and
yearning for a repast of cappuchino and bean sprouts.

Sooner or later the talk got around, as it invariably does

with them, to the subject of their writing. A particularly

tall drone, who seemed to pass for the local King Bee

Bard (the man was • "published," or soon woild be,

they assured) was reverently asked how he "managed to

keep his writing cohesive?" To me, the answer was

obvious...he undoubtedly used large quantities of airplane

glue, little of which ever touched paper. The King Bee,

however, had a different explanation. Putting one hand

on the doorknob, the other over his heart, he assumed a
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law-giving posture and pronounced "Well, you see, what
I'm trying to do in my writing is basically to destroy
cohesiveness and let it coalesce of its own gravitational

influences."
This tidbit of high-brow buffoonery was greeted by

murmurs of ecstasy from the females and a grave nodding
of heads by the gents. The Bard had spoken. Being a kind
philosopher-king, however, he was willing to humor his
audience by pretending to ask their opinions as well.
Turning to my friend and I, he inquireu gravely "How do
You fellows deal with cohesiveness?" My associate
answered by breaking wind with such a cruel ferocity that
it echoed down the deserted halls, shook the dewy panes,
and sent a cup of cappuchino instantly crashing to the
floor.

How else are you gonna deal with these people?...it's
the only language they really understand.

Occasionally some of these feather-headed charlatans

Will have the audacity to show their faces in an English

class and presume to discuss literature among serious

disciples of the craft. The results are always distressing.

The most amazing thing about their opinions on the

subject is not that they are ludicrous (which they most

certainly are) out that they are identical from ;I

hack. It never ceases to amaze me how such a s.z.able

group of mostluito-brains are drawn only to literature's

porch light. ..wily don't they buzz around somebody else
for Christsake? And, like mosquitoes, they all make

exactly the same noise. Stated briefly,the party line is as

follows : We are now privileged to live in a literary Golden
Age, where page after page of sublime pencraft need only

to be plucked from the gently rocking boughs of New

Arcadia. Scribes of worth abound these days as never

before, and all one need to do is close his eyes, shut off
his brain, put pen to paper, and wait to join the rank.; 9f

the Immortals of prose and poetry. All which came before

was mere prologue--just cave-paintings, really, when

compared to what modern author-deities, local and

otherwise, now offer to a grateful public (This public,

incidentally, has no more fervant wish, it seems, than to

peruse the creative efforts of undergraduates).

Such is the philosophy of the Writing Department's

enfants terribles, and such is. the manure which is shoved

into our faces when these creatures invade English classes.

As I've said, the Past for them is dead. Consequently,

when discussing an author of old, they do not weigh his

merits and weaknesses, rather they merely dismiss him.

Some examples, I think, will amply suffice:

•
Dickens--A clever fellow, but his dialogues are stiff.
Shakespeare--Quite good for a homosexual.

Tennyson-- a jingoist.
Donne--"Who?"

Crane--A warmonger. Same goes for Hemingway.

...and so forth. Thrice an hour I have heard
comments on Hamlet that would make old Bill turn over

in his grave. If there are more such writing students at

other universities, the ground at Stratford must be very

unquiet indeed, for the honored playwright is surely

twirling at a furious rate.
Their verbiage is laced with tell-tale words which

immediately alert the enlightened members of the class

to their presence. Gems like "cosmic," "intense,"

"relate," and "existential" are always in abundant supply,

being plugged into their ramblings to cover the unsightly

holes where the thoughts should have gone. Now, English

majors are by and large a tolerant lot--slow to anger and

open in outlook, but, like anyone else, we can be pushed

too far. So, when one of these irritating empty helmets

runs amok and begins to waste too much of our time, we

are forced to assume the role of The Enforcer. We don't

like to, you understand it's quite distasteful to us, but

sooner or later the pissants must be squelched. Once the

decision is made to use The Enforcer, justice is swift.
Take, for example, a discussion of The Sun Also Rises.
Airhead : If you want my opinion, I don't see why we're
reading this book at all. I think any so-called novel about
some macho bully-boy completely devoid of feelings is
just invalid, and I can't get in touch with his...
The Enforcer: What about the very moving passage on
page 49 at the bottom, where he confesses his love for
Brett and admits he's afraid of the dark?
Airhead : Well, I don't really want to argue about such a...
The Enforcer: That's page 49, the one right before 50,
why don't we take a look?
Airhead: Well, now that you mention it, there might be
some existentialist aspects worth...
The Enforcer: And that's another thing. I confess to being
quite uninformed about the existentialists' movement.
Would you please summarize it for me?
Airhead: I'm...uh...sure we wouldn't...uh...I mean...
The Enforcer: Then, at least, list some novels for us that
you don't consider to be existentialist.
Airhead :Please...I...don't feel very well...please...Oh God

Needless to say, from now on a mere sidelong glance
from The Enforcer's direction is enough to stifle a
dozen such clowns. It's like Bacardi One-Fifty-One:
painful, but it gets the job done.
The worst of it, by far, is their writing. Or as they

prefer to put it, their writing. As for the short stories,

they are always too long. (This can be attributed to the
fact that they put you to sleep after the first page rather
than to their actual length) If they can be said to have a
general theme at all, it is this: Life is meaningless. Almost
invariably they are about some derelict or pervert or
cripple who goes from bad to wretched due to the evil
machinations of a malignant force over which he has
absolutely no control. The major characters, if there are
any, show no intelligence, spontaneity, or humanity, and
bear little resemblance to creatures of this world. They
are not people so much as animate dung-heaps. Those are
the better variety. In the rest, nothing of any interest
occurs. People eat breakfast, or stare out of a tenement
window, or sunbathe, or perform some equally mundane
task until we are brought, in eager anticipation, to the
shattering, electrifying climax which always reads : The
End.

I've lost patience with these sad philosophers. If, after
reading one of their doleful tales, I picked up the Morning
Sun and read of their attempted suicide, I might at least
believe in their sincerity if not their craft. As it stands,
however, these same somber sages are to be seen reveling
among the foremost Disco Night regulars and laughing
just as loudly and frequently as any of their "less
hardened" classmates ambling across the quads. The truth
is obvious--they write of hopelessness without knowing
anything of its true cost. They write of bitterness because
they believe that all writers worth their salt are expected
to be bitter. Their "deep sadness" over the human

condition springs not from a conviction, but rather from
fashion. They wear despair like a Halloween costume, and
understandably, we fail to be frightened.

J ust as the theme of these stories have been wrought

without conflict, characterization, or plot; so too the
structure is devoid of syntax, punctuation, or form. There

seems to be among them a great, burning desire to be

original. My beef is that it has been obtained at the

expense of quality. As Truman Capote once said, "It's not
writing, it's just typing."

Is this sad situation really the fault of the Writing
Seminars Department? To be honest, I really can't say for

sure. After Contemporary American Letters, I withdrew

all my efforts from that area like a hand recoiling from a
white-hot flame. That CAL type of "instruction,"
however, has cropped up before me again from time to

. time. A young lady once pulled the poems she was writing
for class out of a drawer and eagerly begged my opinion.
She said that her TA was quite proud of the work, but
suggested that she "stop thinking and concentrate on
imagery." Stop thinking--sage advice for anyone who
wants to pass CAL. Advice which I fear too many in that
major have brought with them to the more rewarding
advanced courses.
By now, I must appear as some pint-sized academic

reactionary, opposed to all change and fearful of any
innovation. I sincerely hope that isn't the case--but the
man who constantly sees the barbarians sharpening their
spears outside the city walls has understandably little
patience for talk of leniency toward them in the Senate
Chamber. Perhaps I'm angry because so little of the really
good creative writing on this campus finds its way to the
Features desk; perhaps I wrote this polemic because I'm
just jealous of my more worthy competitors; maybe my
extreme views spring from insecurity. Perhaps...but I
really think the truth is simply that, like Joel happen to
have a sensitive nose.
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High Rollers Find Paradise In Jersey
New Jersey, Land of the Rising Odor and Lowering

Moral. I am, I almost ashamedly admit, from a small town
of approximately 20,000 primarily comatose citizens in
Central Jersey. From the brown skies of Bayonne to the
even more brown waters of Barnegat Bay, New Jersey
provides little in the way of redeeming social, cultural or
intellectual value. I've always been a gambler, however,
and that perhaps explains why I still take a chance in
letting my lungs breathe what New Jersey dares to call air.

Betting has always been a part of my life--from almost
daily nickel-dime poker games at my house from about
the eighth grade on, to playing blackjack on the sly in my
Catholic high school, to finally betting with an older
brother as to whether or not my little brother will
graduate from that same high school (my hundred dollars
says the little nipper walks away with the sheepskin).
Religion, too, has been a gamble for me recently. I won
$25 on John Paul I. but lost $100 on the remake. The
Lord does indeed work in mysterious (and
sometimes,costly) ways. In any event, imagine my delight
when the Casino Referendum passed in New Jersey! Now,
at last, only an hour and a half south on the Garden State
Parkway was the world of craps, blackjack, roulette, fast
women, easy fortune, and lost paychecks; in a word, a
gambler's paradise. Atlantic City, once thought to be a
decaying metropolis, was magically transformed into a
decaying metropolis with a casino.

Natually I had to go. Sure I couldn't afford it, but that
didn't stop me. The gambler's mind is fundamentally
irrational. Questions like "how am I going to pay for gas
and tolls?' and "how am I going to eat next week?" are
conveniently ignored.ln mid-June I made my first trip to

the Resorts International Casino with my oldest brother.

The casino is large ard visually impressive, about the size

of a football field. The carpeting is thick, orange and

brown. The ceiling is covered with an array of

bubble-shaped objects which conceal cameras used to
detect cheaters, both patrons and employees. There are
six ways to throw your money away in Atlantic City:
craps, roulette, baccarat, blackjack, big six (a
carnival-type wheel which pays from even money to 40:1),
and slot machines. Minimum bets at blackjack are $2,
maximum, $3000. Other than knowing that the minimum
bet at baccarat is $20, I don't know limits for other
games, as blackjack is all I play. The casino takes an
average of slightly over $18/hour per bettor at the other
games. It was very crowded my first trip, as Resorts was
and still is the only game in town. Waits of three hours or
more for a seat were not uncommon throughout the
summer.
My brother bankrolled me that first trip, and I won

$90. Not bad, I thought for my first time out with the big

by Ozurd D.
boys. I walked around a bit, just observing my fellow
inmates in the asylum. There's a preponderance of old
ladies at the slots, and they tend to become attached to
their machines, screaming in near-orgasmic frenzy when
they win big, and who reluctantly,disgustedly slip away
when the machine has taken the last of their coins. Craps
players are typically loud and jumpy, cigars or cigarettes
nervously dangling from their mouths. Blackjack players
(myself included) tend to be obsessive, constantly playing
with their chips, not-so-silently-cussing when the dealer
has gotten his/her fifth 21 in a row. Baccarat players are
the "elite" of the casino, having a very plush room to

themselves roped off on the side.
I made a few more trips to Resorts over the summer,

still unable to afford it. Through hard work and bad luck
I was able to give back the $90, plus $15 to boot. Oh
well, at least drinks are free when you're gambling.
They're also very strong, the theory being drunk gamblers
are a whole lot more reckless than sober ones. Casino
hours are 10:00 am-,6:00 am Friday and Saturday. The
casino also requires men to wear jackets after six pin. I
presume they want losers to at least look presentable
when they're contemplating suicide after they've lost the
money for their wife's operation. One night a few blocks

from the casino, after the casino had already closed, my
friend was offered twenty dollars for his jacket by
someone rushing to get his last bets down. Unfortunately
the jacket was worth more than twenty dollars.

In early August, due to my having good enough sense
to sue two of my brothers when the opportunity
presented itself, I became a member of the nouveau riche.
Shortly thereafter, I went back to the casino, this time
playing at the $25 table. I was determined to either make
or lose $500. I travelled home that day with only one
bulge in my pants. I made no more trips to Resorts before
school started. Here I discovered Atlantic City is easily
reached by taking route 95 to the Delaware Memorial
Bridge, then just over the bridge take U.S. 40 east straight
into Atlantic City. Time: approximately three hours. AtialP)
the end of September, I made a pit-stop there with my
roommate and girlfriend on my way home for the
weekend. My girlfriend got pinched and propositioned by
one of a group of five Puerto Ricans. I won $630. All in
all, we both did well.

Figuring I had Resort's number, I went back last week.
I didn't quite have their number. I was down $400 an
hour before we left. I managed to get it back, plus $750,
but it was close. A strange thing happened, though, that
day. The $100 table was right behind me and all of a
sudden a man started a loud argument with the dealer. He
claimed that he had not been paid on two successive
hands. The pit boss was called over. The man was
adamant,claiming he had been cheated. The manager was
called over, and asked the man how much he wanted. He
said $4000. The manager immediately wrote out a check
for that amount, and gave it to him. I was at first
surprised by this, but then realized the guy was going to
lose it right back, so Resorts wasn't going to lost
anything; it was also good public relations. The only other
unusual thing to happen that day was that my girlfriend
was propositioned again, this time by a guy who was
playing at the same table with me. Oh lucky girl!
However, he was a big loser, and I'm the only loser she'll
tolerate.
The last trip I overheard some U of Penn. students who

termed the casino "U. of Penn. east." It then hit me that
it's a great idea for all Hopkins students to go to the
casino. If you win, great! The money is essentially
tax-free (you don't report it); literally you have made out
like a bandit. If you lose, just come back to Homewood,
go to the Financial Aid Office, tell them you're broke,and
they'll give you grants and work-study. You can't lose
either way. Maybe Papa Stevie would rent a bus for us. In
any event, /V be at Resorts tomorrow.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

* Gays Say Nix To Prop Six *
San Diego, Ca. (CPS) -- As the limousine pulls into view,
the crowd of demonstrators that had gathered at the
entrance to San Diego's Town and Country Hotel begins
to shout and jeer:
"Two, Four, Six, Three/We're the Queers From

UCSD."
The car stops at the curb, and John Briggs, the

lock-jawed, crew-cut state
steps out.

Suddenly, a slender young man wearing nail polish and
an earring breaks through the line of hotel security people
to confront Briggs. The protester is immediately arrested
after the two exchange epithets. Three others are
ultimately arrested in the protest against Briggs and the
anti-gay California.initiative, he authored for the state's
November ballot.
The initiative is popularly. called the Briggs Initiative,

and formally known as Proposition 6's proponents reason
in a fund-raising letter written by the Butcher-Ford
agercy -- the same firm that managed the Proposition 13
campaign in the state last June -- that since the rest of the
nation looks to California for change and fashion, "We're
going to show them that morality is back in style."
This campaign, of course, is only the latest

anti-homosexual political movement. In every vote thus
far -- in Wichita, St. Paul, and Eugene, Oregon -- gay rights
activists have met defeat.

They may well be headed for another defeat in
California.

senator from Orange County,

Anita Bryant's crusade in Dade County, Florida.

Not coincidentally, many observers see some

1000 evangelical and fundamentalist churches

serving as the back bone of his California support

as well.
Yet he also has a fair amount of support from the

state's -healthy conservative forces. It was, in fact, his
entry into the state Republican gubernatorial primary as a
conservative leader that motivated Proposition 6 in the
first place.
To increase his state-wide name identification, Briggs

started two petition drives to get measures on the ballot.
The anti-homosexuality measure was the first. The
second, a proposal to make the death penalty cover more
kinds of crimes, is now Proposition 7 on the November
ballot.
He got them on the ballot by raising $1 million for his

committee, Californians To Defend Our Children. The
committee, in turn, hired a professional campaign firm to
collect signatures at 50 cents each.
The anti-homosexuality campaign is relying on

television commercials, some of which feature photos of
the Houston boys killed several years ago by homosexual
Dean Allen Corill. There are also photos of the victims of
California's homosexual trash bag murders being dug up.

Yet the measure these ads promote is somewhat vague
in wording. Its opponents fear it would sanction the firing
of teachers for simply telling their students that Spartan
Greece was a gay culture. It might effectively prohibit
teachers from drinking at gay bars, having any gay friends,
assigning books by gay authors, or belonging to clubs that
might have gay memebers.
A group called No On 6 was organized to oppose the

initiative. The committee has sought support from visibly
"mainstream" groups, and it has largely succeeded. The
No On 6 committee has also gotten support from a
number of churches, like the United Church of Christ and
the United Presbyterian Church, and from most of the
state's liberal establishment.

The American Civil Liberties Union, for example, has
condemned the initiative as a violation of the First
Amendment. The California Teachers Association and the
state AFL-CIO oppose Proposition 6 because of the
potential impact on member workers. Governor Jerrrall'\
Brown, Sen. Alan Crariston, the entire Los Angeles City )
Council, San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson, the Young
Republicans, and a handful of Hollywood stars like
Shirley MacLaine, Paut Newman, and Natalie Wood also
oppose the measure.
No On 6 plans a million-dollar campaign of its own,

with ads claiming,"It's Not Just Dumb-- It's Dangerous." .
Yet, there's an element of fear within the
anti 6 campaign.. David Mixner, the chairman of No On 6
and a veteran of many liberal political campaigns, says
most supporters of his committee aren't altogether
assertive in their support.
He reports receiving "a lot" of $49 contributions from

people who don't want to file their donations with the
Fair Political Practices Commissiou, which records the
names of those who've made con:ributions of $50 or
more.

Recent polls meanwhile, put the election up for grabs.
The prestigious Field poll and a CBS poll both show
Proposition 6 winning handily, though the polls were
taken before former Governor Ronald Reagan said he
wasn't going to support it. •

Sponsor Briggs, who claims to
have had a personal experience with Jesus Christ,
has been in a leadership position of many anti-gay
campaigns since first serving as a volunteer in
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has discount fares
worth flying home

abou
Or just about anywhere else you'd like to go. For
instance, our Round Thrift•3 Fare saves you 30%
roundtrip when you return no earlier than the third
day following your original date of departure. Pied-
mont's Weekend Excursion Fare means a 25%
roundtrip discount if you leave Saturday and return
Saturday, Sunday or Monday through the first avail-
able flight after noon.

Piedmont has five other discount fares to
choose from, too. For complete information, call your
travel agent or Piedmont Airlines. Major credit cards
accepted. All discount fares subject to change
without notice.
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Ph-fl LIPPE DE BROCA

ALAN BATES

GENEVIEVE BUJOLD

mini-flick. 2 PIKESVILLE
1110 reisterstown road

Beltway Exit 20 South 653 - 1177

Flawless typing of dissertations,
theses, papers, etc. -$.90 PAGE

Also provide complete
proofreading, editing & revision if
desired. Free pickup & delivery of
dissertations, theses & long papers
if needed. Call STEVE SAETZ

825-0855

THERE A DIFFERENCE!!

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

BALTIMORE

243-1456

3121 St. Paul Street

Baltimore, MD. 21218

Welcome to Baltimore, Rebecca!!!!

Welcome to...

1 HARD TIMES 1
Monday - Football Mte.

All draft - 25' during game1

"uesday - Ladies Nile
All draft 25' 9-12p.m.

plus Special on House Drink ;
Wednesday - College Nite . 1
  1

All draft 25' 9-12 pm it1
plus Special on Hous.e drink.,i

274042 Huntington A ye. 2nd light off the 28tn ..tree, *k exit of the Jones Falls Expwy. Call: 243-1851

_ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM THE JHU CAMPUS 
 t
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FLASH 
Contrary to popular belief, the state of

: 
New Jersey does exist south of New Brunswick.

RECORD & TAPE TRADERS
The Alternative Record Store

6701 YORK ROAD • TOWSON
(Beltway Exit 26 South,

1' 2 miles south of Towson State)

NOW OPEN IN ESSEX
1720 Eastern Blvd.

(Beltway Exit 36 East 17021,
Just off 150 East towards Chase)

— 391-7366 —

WE PAY CASH FOR
YOUR RECORDS TAPES

We buy and sell fine used records
and tapes (100% guaranteed)

* Ott re•uicir stock albums (new and used) priced at 591
1.99, 2.49, and 299 (100% guaranteed).•

* Over 2,000 Collector Items in stock. We have old Yardbirds,

Nazz, Monkees, Stones, Bowie, Elvis, and Beatles rarities (45's
and LP's). Also early 60's rock and psychedelic D.J. LP's and

colored vinyl. (Give us your want list).

* New Releases are always on sale for $4.99, every day year
round.

* Listen to records before you buy. Ask our expert staff to play

the records you want to hear.

* RENTAL OF ALBUMS
Rent any album you want (including collector items) for orIty
50- a day.

* Large Jazz selection from Early 60's to present

. * Toys for the Mind. Bongs, pipes, papers, and assorted books

and magazines.

* WANTED: Live or rare Springsteen material 

MON-TUES-THUR-FRI 11:00-8:00
WEDNESDAY 10:00-6:00
SATURDAY 10:00-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-5:00

BUY — SELL — TRADE
CALL: 377-8456 or 391-7366

Baltimore area
Grateful Dead Tape Exchange

Mal oar

2,4, 6, 8 & 10 EM.

,(mi • (ma twolims (ma pm (am (mg im pews( (m•em .m • ( (.••
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Women's Roles
Studied In Ibsen's
'A Don House'

BY NANCY KASTEN

This year, Theatre Hopkins has devoted its season to
giving an unbiased view of "current trends in men-women
relationships." The series, entitled The Adversaries,
opened last Friday night with a production of lbsen's A
Doll k Muse. A Doll's Muse has long been recognized as
one of the most controversial plays dealing with the role
of women in society and at home. It was one of the
earliest pieces of literature which dealt with the issue of
whether or not women were capable of taking an equal
stand in society.

A )In House clearly brings to the surface many of
the issu s involved in controversies between men an 1
women. The right of a woman to lead her own hie,
independent of her husband, the idea of sacrifitng one s
ideals and ambitions for love, the problems of worm n
being judged on the same basis as men while beim tie" •J
differently in all other aspects of life. All are de: ,s h
the course of this play.

lbsen's personal views on feminism are never stated in
this play; he takes no stand, but portrays both men and
women in a ridiculous light at times. However, at the time
the play was written (1879), the mere recognition aid
verbalization of the unequal treatment of women s-as
enough to label a person a feminist for life. Ibsen sticeti
afterward that he was not a feminist, but that he %Arai
simply trying to accurately portray the current attitu le
toward women; still, he was outcast from literary circles
and his plays were sometimes banned.

In a modern light, A Doll k house seems not only mild,
but practically anti-feminist. The heroine, Niqa. is a

cont. on p. 18

Rocky Horror Rage
Strikes Hopkins
This Weekend

BY JAMES NEWMAN

This weekend, there will be midnight showings of The
Rocky Horror Picture Show, a film whose popularity has
swept the country this summer. It is a rock musical about
a transvestite from outerspace, and a parody of the old
'grade-B' science fiction movies like Tarantula and Night
of the Living Dead. But more than a movie, it has caused
the evolution ,of a cultural phenomenon, the 'Rocky
Horror Picture Show' cult.

Perhaps the birthplace of the 'Rocky' cult was at the
Waverly Theater in Greenwich Village where it played
every Friday and Saturday night at midnight for 31/2 years.
At first, only a few people would see it more than once or
twice, but gradually this accelerated to the point where
people would see it forty and fifty times.Of course,
nobody could sit through the same movie that many
times without having it affect them, and without they
affecting it.

Certain rituals began to develop. For example,
interjecting lines at key places in the film: Frank--I see
you shiver with antici-... (pause) Audience--Say it!
Frank—pation! In the next stage of development, the
audience began to bring props: rice for the wedding scene;
toast for when one is proposed at the dinner. At this
point, the popularity of The Rocky Horror Picture Show
began to spread throughout the East Coast, primarily in
college communities. Finally however, in New York, the
film reached a point of stagnation, and after over three
years it closed.
How can the popularity of The Rocky Horror Picture

Show be accounted for? Perhaps it is the quality of the
film. Admittedly, the topic may be reminiscent of

cont. on p. 18
I

World Premiere
Play At Goucher

Goucher College's Open Circle Theatre will present the
world premiere production of Victoria Fellows, this year's
winner of the college's Open Circle Theatre Playwriting
Award, on October 26, 27, and 28 on the Goucher
College campus in Towson.
A bizarre comedy of fantasy, dreams, and a few

nightmares which examines a young woman's search for
identity, Victoria Fellows has been written by Lonnie
Carter, a graduate of the Yale School of Drama who has

de Tocqueville

Eugene

McCarthy

McCarthy's Sense
Of Optimism
For America

BY ROS RESNICK

America Revisited: 150 Years After Toqueville by Eugene
J. McCarthy. Doubleday & Company, Inc. New York.
1978. 57.95.

May 9, 1831: Two young French magistrates, on a
mission to study prison reform, landed in Newport,
Rhode Island and began their study of America. Traveling
by horse, carriage, canoe and steamer, they explored
Eastern cities and Western wilderness, interviewed
journalists, politicians, planters, and ordinary citizens, and
critically probed the strengths, weaknesses, and future of
American democracy. These young men, Alexis de
Toqueville and Gustave de Beaumont, collaborated on
Democracy in Anzerica.

1978: An elder statesman and former Presidential
candidate, a native American and no stranger to its
political system, has re-evaluated Democracy in America
for the 1970's. Examining Indians, prisons, blacks,
religion, economy, law, the media, "voluntary
associations," politics, the Presidency, and America's
future, he uses Toqueville's insights as a springboard for
his own. This man, familiar with America's shortcomings,
calls for a moral solution. This man is Eugene McCarthy.

America Revisited discusses current issues by
comparing Toqueville's Jacksonian America with
McCarthy's own. But it soon becomes apparent that the
author's real purpose is not comparison; rather, it is a
look at modern America's moral weakness. Each chapter
is divided into two parts: the first, Jacksonian America as

cont. on p. 19

had other plays produced by the Yale Repertory Theatre
and the American Place Theater and Manhattan Theatre
Club in New York City. The Open Circle playwriting prize
given to Mr. Carter is sponsored annually by the Goucher
College Department of Performing Arts in order to
encourage chalienging and experimental works with good
roles for women.

Directed by Barry Knower, Directet of Theatre, with
lighting, stage, and costume design by Jacqueline, Victoria
Fellows will open on October 26 and run for three nights
in the College Center Theatre off the Kraushaar
Auditorium Lobby. Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.

Tickets for the play are $2.00 general admission and
$1.00 for students. •
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The Motives Behind The Live Album
BY STEPHEN BARR

A rock group has the responsibility not only to record

well-crafted studio albums, but to perform the music on

these albums in 'concert. For some, the concert is merely

the playing of their albums live, before an audience--it's

like watching a record. For others, the live performance is

a totally different experience. The concert captures the

auditory aspect that is part of the studio album, but it

adds another--the visual--dimension. Thus, the importance

of a concert is not just to hear the music performed, but

to see it performed. On a studio album, a listener can't see

Mick Jagger strutting around, or Pete Townshend leaping

in the air and Roger Daltry swinging his mike; one can't

*
n see the lasers, dry ice and elaborate backdrops that

t bands use in concert. This visual element is the

primary thing that differentiates a band in concert from a

band on record,
The question then arises as to the motives for taking a

concert, with all its additional visuality, and putting it

back on record. The live album is an interesting yet

disturbing phenomenon in rock music. The album

eliminates the visual element which is so important in a
live performance, and records only the auditory part. The
live album defeats the major purpose behind the live

performance. Ideally, the only way a live/albuni could be

considered a success would be if it captured the auditory

aspect so well that the listener "feels" he is seeing it.

Otherwise the live album is essentially worthless without

the visual elements.
Unfortunately, it is extremely rare that an album can

record the live "feel" of the music, and make the listener

"see" the concert. The Who Live At Leeds is the greatest

example of this ideal live album. One can't see the stage

antics of The Who, but more than on any other live

album, one can truly get a vivid feel for the visual

elements of the concert. The greatest selling live album,

Frampton Comes Alive, is a good album, but it sounds

like nothing more than a studio album with audience

responses tracked in throughout the songs. Conceptually,

the most inventive live album is Running on Empty by

Jackson Browne. He recorded a live album with entirely

new compositions about live performances and being on

the road. Although the songs occasionally digress into

self-indulgent introspection like on earlier albums,

Browne's concept is so unique that it can never be

duplicated without being called an imitation. But the

essence of most live albums is to try to capture as well as

possible the auditory aspect of a concert, and to try to
relate that musically to the visual aspect. This is
extremely difficult, and it is rare that a live album
sufficiently achieves this ideal.

Granted, live albums do a poor job of capturing the live
performances, but groups continue to release them
nonetheless. The motives behind a live album are not
always idealistic. The most obvious ulterior motive is
materialistic: since groups are expected to perform live,
there is little expense involved in recording a concert and
putting out an album, thus increasing sales and profits.
Yet, on inspection of five recently released live albums,
the apparent motives seem hardly as crude, and much
more interesting and complex.
The motives behind the live Crack the Sky album Live

Sky are rather desperate. It has been about a year since
the release of SaPty In Numbers for which the group
gained national popularity. John Palumbo,
leader/guitarist/I cad vocalist, wrote all the songs as he
had on previous albums, but because of disagreements, he
did not play or sing on most of the album. He completely
left the band after the album's release to pursue different
musical directions. The band toured without him, and
from this tour they derived the live album. The chief
motive for releasing a live album was not to capture a
monumental tour (which it was not) on vinyl, but with
the loss of their creative leader, Crack the Sky would have
great troubles recording a studio album with new material
that would be an adequate follow-up to the last album.

The only way they can sustain their popularity and delay
a decision on the status of the band is through a live
album. The motives behind Live Sky are purely dilatory.
A Jethro Tull concert is always a tremendous event,

and as a frontman, Ian Anderson is one of the great rock

stars of the Seventies, but the motives behind Bursting

Out hardly seem true to the ideal of the live album. The

response to the madrigal-like compositions on Heavy

Horses was negative, and even with the success with Songs
From the Wood before - that, fans are crying out for
music like that on Aqualung and Thick as a Brick-- Tull
favorites from the early Seventies. But the musical style
of Jethro Tull has evolved, and the evolution for the most
part is irreversible. And since Tull had already released
several greatest hit albums (another disturbing
phenomenon), the only way to keep their die-hard fans
with them despite the changing style is to play
"Aqualung" again on a live album, and sustain the hope
that they may play it again on a studio album. As long as
they hear "Aqualung," even if the studio albums don't
produce equivalents, followers will continue to listen.
Bursting Out does a good job of capturing the live Tull
experience, but it also proves they aren't too old to rock
and roll, it gives fans new versions of old favorites and
most importantly, it helps Tull retain their popularity
despite the unpopularity of their recent studio albums.
The Blue Oyster Cult live album, Some Enchanted

Evening, is a live album for the sake of putting out a live
album. The recording is just shoddy performance of their
shoddy studio material, the difference being that the
sound which is loud, unclean and hollow on the studio
albums is even more so on the live one.

Live At Last, the Steeleye Span live album, is also
pointless as a release. It is a recording of the band's final
concert before they disbanded 'amicably' five days later.
But for a band that never performed in America, this

concert, no matter how memorable it is for the band, is of
no importance to American listeners. Unlike The Last
Waltz by The Band, the group that has been on the
American musical scene for 16 years, the preservation of
Steeleye Span's final concert is worthless.

The motives behind David Bowie's live album Stage
seem most ideal, but even his motives are questionable.
This is the second live Bowie recording. The first was a
greatest hits-type album, admirably capturing Bowie
favorites in concert. The same is true of the new live
album, except that the material is taken strictly from his
four studio albums since David Live. But why did Bowie

David Bowie from Stage

put out another live album with material from only four
albums whose popularity was much less than his earlier
albums? The music on the newer studio albums
eliminated stories and characters, and became more
experimental and mechanical. The Bowie concert also
changed. He emerged from behind the masks of his
characters and performed straightforwardly on a stage
with a backdrop of vertical white lights. This kind of
staging emphasized the starkness of his studio albums, the
same way the.staging for his other live album emphasized
the characters and stories. Although every Bowie album is
a new musical experience, perhaps Stage signals the end of
an era of generalized musical form, just like 'David Live
signalled the end of an era of the Spiders from Mars. The

'motives behind the new live recording are to capture the
essence of this Bowie era in concert, and on the next
studio album, we can look for a totally different sound.

It is unfortunate that within the corpus of live albums,
there is such diversity among the motives behind the
release of concert recordings. And it is a shame that the
motives are so rarely ideal or artistic. These five live
albums are good, but their purpose is ulterior, and they
fail drastically to capture the pure energy and excitement
of a live performance on record. Nothing can replace being
there. •

IIY VINAY LAL

Madame Rosa is adapted from the script of Momo, a

0
 
el by Emile Ajar. Unlike the novel, which is said to

e focused on the boy Momo, the movie concentrates

on Madame Rosa. This is one of the great failings of

Madame Rosa.
The movie was directed in Paris by Moshe Mizrahi. The

setting is a Jewish ghetto in Paris. Madame Rosa (Simon

Signore° is an aged and' ailing Jewish lady, a former

prostitute, running an orphanage for the children of

prostitutes. In spite of her sordid past, she. tries to raise

the children 'straight', a seemingly impossible task. Her

particular favorite among her wards is Momo, who she

keeps in the da;'; about his age for fear that he may

abandon her.
Madame Rosa is an "implacably humane and

courageous" woman (more appropriately a whore) who,

as film critic Robert Hatch said, "is a vehicle for Simone

Signoret's formidable repertory of histrionics." She is, to

be precise, disgusting; even Momo, her faithful angel,

admits so at one point. Madame Rosa's ugliness

overcomes any good points the movie may have.

Mizrahi occasionally (and unsuccessfully) attempts to

add touches of light comedy to this essentially morbid

film. Although Madame Rosa is Jewish, Momo has been

raised as a Moslem. Madame Rosa relates to Momo her
experiences in German concentration camps, making
trivial jokes here and there. The audience is told that
every breath may be her last; thus, some suspense is
generated. Her amateurish attempts to keep herself from
being removed to the hospital (since she believes that

Madame Rosa:
Life

Without Love
one's suffering must not be prolonged, at the expense of
providing doctors "tools" for their medical research) are, at
times, mildly humorous. At all other times, the movie
does not even make a pretense to provide subtle humor.

Another "disguisting feature" of the movie is the
over-abundance of whores. The grossness of their person
and performance is repelling. Not only do these whores,
but Madame Rosa, too, show that fine cinematographers,
such as Nestor Armendros need equally fine directors to
display their talent.

 4
Every critical and concerned viewer must, after

watching Madame Rosa, ask himself what purpose art
should serve. Should it merely entertain and pacify the
mind, or should it be a commentary on the nature of
human beings? Madame Rosa, an emotional tale of
surrogate motherhood, does pose several questions of
grave importance, despite its faults. Must an ill person,
whose death is imminent, have his suffering prolonged
against his own will? Although Dr. Katz (Claude
Dauphin), Madam Rosa's personal physician, claims it is
inhuman to kill a person (regardless of how sick he may
be), the question is left unanswered, partly due to the
nature of the question, and partly due to the failing of the
director to make himself convincing. As Stephen Pepper
of Harvard said: "But if the spectator is not weak, there is
no reason why the work of art should not explain itself ...
When it is necessary to ask an artist what he was trying to
do (as the viewer must ask himself), either the spectator
or the artist is weak."

The movie ends on a somber note. Madame Rosa
eventually dies, to the relief of the spectator. Momo, in
filial devotion, sleeps in the same room with the decaying
body for three weeks. This implies that, as human beings,
we must love each other, perhaps "even to a nauseating
level," irrespective of our beliefs, religion, or race. An
admirable 'me, yes, but , it's carried too far. •
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'A Doll's House' at Theatre Hopkins
cont. from p. 16

woman who has allowed herself to be manipulated by

men all her life; first by her father, then by her husband.

The husband, Torvald, considers his wife to be nothing
more than a plaything, a child who has no intellect who is
there for his pleasure and amusement. Nora cheerfully
fulfills his expectations for eight years before she realizes
that she is a person in her own right, capable of leading
her own life and, most importantly, thinking for
herself. It is this realization, and the events leading up to
it, which form the basis for the plot of this play.

Theatre Hopkins' production of the play is
commendable. The play is difficult to perform because

many of the symbols rely on precise lighting, scenery and

props. The costumes in this production are perfect, the

lighting accurate, and • the props, with the exception

perhaps of the Christmas tree, work well. Cherie Weinert

(Nora) is outstanding, making the other characters pale by

comparison. She is Torvald's perfect "little lark." her

dancing of the Tarantella is wild and passionate as a

young girl's, yet she makes the transition into a self-aware

grown woman as naturally as it is possible, given the

story. Michael Gilbert, (Torvald), is a little too stiff,

seeming to be uncomfortable with his lines (although it's

not hard to imagine why). He sounds overly patronizing,

even for Torvald. Toward the middle of the performance

he began to relax and his acting improved immensely.

Milton Freedman (Dr. Rank) and Wendy Wilson (Kristine

Linde) are both excellent in their roles as Nora's friends

and confidants. Peter Gzowski (Nils Krogstad) is an

absolu tely despicable corrupted moneylend.er who

threatens Nora's protected existence, and Allison Kellner

(Nora's daughter EMmy) is amazing, her expressions and

gestures incredibly similar to Ms. Weinart's.

A Doll's House will be playing in the Barn Theater

Friday and Saturday nights at 8:30, and Sunday

afternoons at 2:15 through November 12. Hurry and

reserve your tickets--it is a play that everyone must see. •

Rocky Horror Show... Stoned Scare (p. 16)
'grade-C' pornography, however this is far from true. The
production has many talented performers: the star Tim
Curry (Frank Furter) is a Shakespearian actor; Susan
Saradon (Janet) has starred in many films such as The
Other Side of Midnight and Pretty Baby; Barry Bostock
(Brad) is an acting member of the New York Metropolitan
Opera; and this film gave Meatloaf (Eddie) his start,
helping to make him what he is today.

Another reason is that the movie gives the viewers a
chance to escape from social pressures, whether they are
due to excess school work or socially ridiculed sexual
preferences among other things. `Rocky' gives them a
chance to escape into an unreal fantasy world. As one of
the last songs in the score says, 'Rose tints my world,
keeps me safe from my trouble and pain. It's beyond me.
Help me morning ...
The most essential reason for the film's success is that it

gives alienated members of society a pseudo-religious cult.
There is a sense of importance' and belonging in the
ritualism of the film. Many of the cultists have been
thrust into unstable social positions, and cult membership
helps to alleviate this feeling of displacement. Indeed,
there are some religious parallels in the film. At the

beginning of the film. 'hard-core' cultists scream out,
'And the Lord said: Let there be Lips!' In the movie
i-tself, there are 'guiding lights from darkness' and 'the fall
from Grace'. In fact, 'hard-core' cultists have been known
to call the Waverly Theater 'Church'.
Of course, one should not overemphasize this aspect of

the movie. There are a large number of 'hard-core'
cultists, but there are an equally large number of people
who go just to escape and relax in the crazy atmosphere,
or use it as another of the many excuses to smoke or to
pop. The best part about this movie is watching the
people in line and in the audience. In New York, the lines
would be two blocks long, even in the dead of winter. But
the cultists would still be out in force, some dressed only

in girdles, black stockings and garter belts. A showing can

undoubtedly be described as a major social event, one
that is well-worth attending.

At any rate, it is advised that everyone should
experience The Rocky Horror Picture Show . It is far
above other cult films such as Pink Flamingos and Andy
Warhol's Bad. Don't be put off by the word 'cult'. It is
not just a 'cult' film, but a cultural phenomenon of the
Seventies.

INTERVIEW ON CAMPUS

with

GENERAL 'INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

The Data Systems and Services Group of

General Instrument Corporation will be
conducting on-campus interviews on

Wednesday November 8 , 78 •

The Data Systems and Services Group
specializes in wagering, point-of-sale
and retail systems. Recent growth has
created a number of positions in
systems and applications programming.

To arrange an interview and obtain
company literature, contact the
Placement Office.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
DATA SYSTEMS AND SERVICES GROUP

,1126 McCORMICK ROAD HUNT VALLEY, MARYLAND 21031

Telephone:

Deborah Lindsey, (301) 666-8700

At T lie Bijou
On October 27, 28, and 29, the Baltimore Film Forum
and the Baltimore Museum of Art will show eight French
films, never shown commercially in this country. The
films. made available to us by the French Embassy, will
have an admission charge of $1.00 for Film Forum and
Museum members, $1.50 for the general public. Films will
be screened at the Baltimore Museum of A i's
auditorium and there will be NO ADVANCE SALES.
Tickets may be purchased at the door for that day's films
one half hour before screening. The schedule of films is as
follows:

10/27
7:30 p.m.

10/27
9:30 p.m.

10/28
11:30 a.m.

10/28
2:00 p.m.

10/28
7:30 p.m.

10/28
9:30 p.m.

10/29
7:30 p.m.

10/29
9:30 p.m.

La Horse, Pierre Granier-Deferre. A
heroin ring and an innocent family that
knows too much. With Jean Gabin.
Bartleby, Maurice Ronet. The Frenchr`
film version of Herman Melville's
"Bartleby the Scrivener".
Mais qu'est-ce qu'elles veulent (but
what do they want)?, Coline Serreau.
The women of France - their dreams
and ideals.
Un Balcon en Foret, Michel Mitrani,
Village life and military life in the
Ardenne Forest of France in 1939. The
story of a wait.
Attention les Enfants Regardent, Serge
Leroy. The story of blackmail and the
false innocence of children.
Trois Milliards sans Ascenseur, Roger
Pigaut. An exciting tale of a jewel heist
from the top floor of a skyscraper -
without using an elevator.
Le Neveu Silencieux, Robert Enrico.
What should be a happy vacation.
becomes a painful ordeal for six year
old Joe, a mongoloid child.
La Femme de Jean, Yannick Bellon. A
woman deserted by her husband,
struggles to build a new life for herself.

The
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